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1 Zusammenfassung
Circadiane Rhythmik ist eine weitverbreitete Eigenschaft vieler Organismen. Sie findet sich
nicht nur bei Tieren und Pflanzen, sondern auch bei niederen Pilzen und Bakterien (für
einen Überblick siehe Goldbeter, 2008). Man findet sie von der zellulären Ebene
(Hamasaka et al., 2005; Harrisingh and Nitabach, 2008) bis zur Verhaltensebene (Sakai and
Kitamoto, 2006). Der Einfluss von circadianen Rhythmen auf olfaktorische Antworten
konnte für Drosophila melanogaster (Tanoue et al. 2004, Krishnan et al. 2008)
nachgewiesen werden, auch die Empfänglichkeit von Pheromonen bei Motten (Merlin et
al. 2007) wird über circadiane Rhythmik beeinflusst. Nicht nur die olfaktorischen
Antworten, auch die Gedächtnisbildung von Drosophila (Sakai et al. 2004) und Schaben
(Decker et al. 2007) unterliegt circadianer Rhythmik.
Die Honigbiene (Apis mellifera) steht seit langer Zeit im Mittelpunkt wissenschaftlichen
Interesses. Ihre Kommunikationsfähigkeit als soziales Insekt und ihre ausgeprägte Zeit- und
Ortskenntnis sind seit langem Forschungsgegenstand. Ihre Fähigkeit, komplexe Aufgaben
zu lernen und zu behalten machen sie zu einem Modellorganismus für die Erforschung des
Lernens. Aufgrund dessen stellt sich die Frage, ob Lernen und Gedächtnisbildung der
Honigbiene ebenfalls von circadianer Rhythmik beeinflusst wird. Zur Beantwortung dieser
Frage wurde ein Konditionierungsparadigma zum olfaktorischen Lernen herangezogen.
Fixierte Bienen wurden zu unterschiedlichen Tages- und Nachtzeiten differentiell
konditioniert. Die Bienen wurden zu jedem ersten und letzten Viertel des Tages trainiert
und getestet als auch zu jedem ersten und letzten Viertel der Nacht. Der Erfolg des
Trainings wurde getestet, indem den Bienen die konditionierten Düfte erneut präsentiert
wurden. Es wurden sowohl das Kurzzeitgedächtnis als auch das Langzeitgedächtnis
getestet, da für Schaben ein Einfluss auf das Langzeitgedächtnis nachgewiesen werden
konnte. Der Test für das Kurzzeitgedächtnis fand 30 Minuten nach der Konditionierung
statt, der Test für das Langzeitgedächtnis nach 24 Stunden. Überdies wurden die Bienen
sowohl im Dunkeln als auch im Hellen konditioniert und getestet um den Einfluss der
Beleuchtung zu untersuchen. Es wurden zwei Gruppen von Bienen untersucht: einerseits
Bienen aus einem kontrollierten Tag-Nacht-Rhythmus von 12 Stunden Licht und 12
Stunden Dunkelheit, andererseits Bienen, die dem im Laufe des Jahres wechselnden TagNacht-Rhythmus unterlagen. Dies sollte zeigen, ob die variierende Tageslänge einen
Einfluss auf das Lernvermögen hat.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass das Lernvermögen der Honigbiene von circadianer Rhythmik
beeinflusst wird. Die Auswirkungen auf Bienen unter kontrollierten Bedingungen
unterscheiden sich von denen auf Bienen aus dem Freien. So ist z.B. bei diesen das
Lernvermögen morgens besser als während des restlichen Tages. Zudem scheint das
Lernvermögen besonders der Bienen aus kontrollierter Umgebung von der Beleuchtung
abzuhängen.
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2 Introduction
2.1 The Honeybee and its place in research
The honeybee has long been an object of scientific interest. The first author to be known
was Aristotle who described them in his Historia Animalium and who already knew the
phenomenon of flower constancy (von Frisch, 1965). In the following centuries interest
was more focused on beekeeping itself which led to a lot of beekeeping literature (Crane,
1999). Later in the 17th century scientific interest rose again. Jan Swammerdam was the
first person to dissect bees and confirm the theory that the queen was female and mother
of the whole hive with the use of the newly invented microscope. Another revolutionary
invention of the 18th century was the single-frame observation hive which allowed to
observe egg laying, brood care or honeycomb construction. Not until the 19th century the
mystery of drone creation could be solved (More, 1976). In the 20th century then one
scientist who devoted his whole live to the study of bees was Karl von Frisch (1886-1982).
He explored not only the dance language of the bees but also their sense of orientation,
vision and olfaction (von Frisch, 1965) which he was rewarded the Nobel prize for in 1973.
In the tradition of Karl von Frisch many scientists established the honeybee as a model
organism for various areas of interest. Honeybees are eusocial animals and depend highly
on communication. For successful interaction they need all their senses and to store and
retrieve the information gained by them. Accomplishing this with a small brain which is
complex and easy to study at the same time makes them an ideal model organism for
studying social behaviour, learning and memory (Menzel et al., 2006).

2.1.1 Honeybee olfaction
Not only Karl von Frisch discovered the importance of olfaction for the honeybee (von
Frisch, 1965). Honeybees receive the most of information by olfaction. Various
experiments showed since, that odours are learned much faster than colours, colour
patterns or shapes (Schnetter, 1972; Menzel, 1985).The information gained by olfactory
cues has to be analysed and kept as it is directly linked to the source of food and its
profitability.

2.1.1.1 Stimulus pathways in the honeybee
Processing of olfactory information occurs along three main structures of the CS
(conditioned stimulus) pathway. These are the antennal lobe, the mushroom bodies and
the lateral horn. Odours are perceived at the antennae by olfactory receptors. The
information is then passed on via the olfactory receptor neurons to the antennal lobe
which consists of 160 glomeruli. There the neurons synapse onto local interneurons and
projection neurons which then lead to the mushroom bodies either directly or via the
lateral horn (Menzel et al., 1996; Menzel, 2001; Giurfa, 2007) (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. a) Scheme of the honeybee brain with the main olfactory (CS; blue) and gustatory (US; red) pathways.
Olfactory pathway: information is transmitted from the olfactory receptor neurons (ORN) via the antennal
nerve to the antennal lobe (AL). There the neurons connect with local interneurons and projection neurons
(Pn) in and between the glomeruli (Gl). From there the information is transmitted to the mushroom bodies
(MB) and or to the lateral horn (LH). Gustatory pathway: the main part of this pathway is VUMmx1 which
connects with the CS pathway on the levels of antennal lobe, lateral horn and mushroom bodies. b) Points of
interaction between the CS pathway (blue) and the US pathway (red). Image taken from (Giurfa, 2007)

When the bee encounters an unconditioned stimulus e.g. nectar or sugar water either on
antennae or proboscis, the information is conveyed via gustatory receptor neurons to the
ventral unpaired median neuron of the maxillary neuromere 1 (VUMmx1) forming the US
(unconditioned stimulus) pathway. The dendrites of this neuron arborize throughout the
brain and connect with the CS pathway at each of the three main levels. This allows the
bee to associate the CS with the US when they are forward paired i.e. CS before US (Giurfa,
2007). If VUMmx1 is depolarized after a CS instead of giving a sugar reward the bee will
associate the CS with a reward (Hammer, 1993). The responsible neurotransmitter was
found to be octopamine and injections of the transmitter into antennal lobes or
mushroom bodies after a CS led to association (Kreissl et al., 1994; Hammer and Menzel,
1998).
This connection of the pathways allows to condition bees to olfactory stimuli (Takeda,
1961; Bitterman et al., 1983). The bees are fixed but can move antennae and proboscis
and are starved to a certain amount before conditioning. An odour is blown to the
antennae and shortly afterwards the antennae are touched with sugar water. This leads to
the proboscis extension reflex (PER). If this procedure is repeated a few times the bee will
associate the odour with the sugar water and extend the proboscis before sugar water is
given. The bee will react with proboscis extension long afterwards when confronted with
the odour (Menzel et al., 1996). To improve learning bees can be trained with differential
conditioning where one CS is paired with the US whereas a second one is unpaired
(Bitterman, 1996). This simple technique was used since then to find out the most diverse
facts about the honeybee brain and will be used in this study, too.
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2.1.2 Honeybee memory
The building and retrieval of memories depends highly on circumstances and context. At
one time it might be useful to use short-term memory, at other times long-term memories
have to be retrieved. Menzel describes the organisation of honeybee memory with the
example of foraging behaviour which is only successful if all stages of memory are used
(Menzel, 1999) (Fig. 2). The forward pairing of CS and US as it happens at the single flower
or in a conditioning trial leads to early short-term memory (eSTM) which is rather
unspecific as it is generated by appetitive arousal and sensitisation. It covers the time span
in which the bee might fly to the next equal flower of the same patch. If another or more
forward pairings of CS and US occur within this time span transition to late short-term
memory (lSTM) happens. Here the bee integrates the context into the memory such as
time and space for differentiation between flower types or patches. This also allows the
first estimation of profitability based on the flower frequency. The next stage which is midterm memory is clearly separated from the working memory (eSTM and lSTM). The bee
may have been returned to the hive or have been to another foraging site. To return to the
previous patch of flowers the bee has to integrate other information such as visual
information of landmarks, position of the sun etc. or time of day or social encounters.
Integration of different sensory modalities happens most likely at the mushroom bodies.
The transition to both forms of long-term memory (eLTM and lLTM) happens either
directly from lSTM or via MTM. LTM is built only after multiple learning experiences or
trials which indicates the importance of reliability and context. The existence of two
independent forms of LTM could be explained by the division of long-term memories into
very stable ones which do not change over a lifetime and the ones that are also stable but
need regular refreshing or updating.

Figure 2. Memory stages in the honeybee brain. Early short-term memory (eSTM) and late short-term memory
(lSTM) form the working memory. Transition is either via mid-term memory (MTM) to early long-term memory
(eLTM) or directly to late long-term Memory (lLTM). Adapted from (Menzel, 1999).
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2.2 Circadian rhythmicity
Wherever one takes a look throughout the kingdoms one will find circadian rhythms from
the simplest bacteria to plants, fungi and animals. They may be modified or not in use but
are never missing (Nakagawa et al., 2005; Espinasa and Jeffery, 2006; Schöttner et al.,
2006).

2.2.1 Circadian rhythms
To survive every living organism has to rely on the predictable recurrence of essential
factors which can be food, prey, predators or seasons but also light or temperature. These
factors may recur in intervals of seconds, hours, days, months, years or even longer
(Goldbeter, 2008). Rhythmicity is not only found as an external influence but is also
created in the organism itself. Again we find time spans of milliseconds up to months e.g.
the oscillation of the sinu-atrial node inducing a steady heartbeat or levels of protein
concentration regulating themselves by negative feedback loops within the same time
ranges (Takahashi, 1992). For better view these rhythms are classified into three major
groups. All rhythms with a period less than 20 hours are grouped as ultradian rhythms e.g.
neural oscillations or the cardiac rhythm. Those whose period is longer than 28 hours are
grouped as infradian rhythms which can be seasonal, annual or even longer. This leaves
the most common ones, the so called circadian rhythms with a length of about 24 hours
(Halberg et al., 1977).
“Circadian” means roughly translated “about a day” (Latin “circa”= about, “dies”= day).
This term was introduced first by Franz Halberg in 1959 to distinguish it from the terms
daily or 24-hours which are very specific whereas circadian includes all rhythms with a
period of 20 to 28 hours (Halberg, 1959). Today most of the term circadian is used
according to the definition appointed by the International Committee on Nomenclature of
the International Society for Chronobiology in 1977 based on Halbergs definition (Halberg
et al., 1977). The importance of this rather flexible definition can be seen when not only
the present day length is considered but also change of day length in earth history.
Obviously day length was only about 6 hours 4.5 billion years ago and slowed down due to
the impact of the moon (Hartmann, 1991). The length of the day has been 24 hours only
for the last 2% of earth’s history which means that early life had to adapt to the changing
situation.
The important external factor in the circadian rhythm is the light of the sun. It leads
directly or indirectly to specific behaviour from the turning of a plant’s leaves into the sun
for energy uptake to hiding or sleeping during the day in nocturnal animals (Mas, 2008).
Internally an own rhythm exists which follows its own free-running period which can vary
some hours from the external one unless it is entrained by the so called “zeitgeber” which
resets the free-running rhythm (Aschoff, 1981). The free-running rhythm seems not to be
affected strongly by constant illumination or constant darkness as can be seen in e.g. arctic
animals (Reierth et al., 1999; van Oort et al., 2005; Stokkan et al., 2007) and has been
shown in numerous experiments since constant darkness is an established method of
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revealing the free-running rhythm (Aschoff, 1960). This ability not only to recognize but
also to predict daylight and to adapt its changing length is an evolutionary very old trait. It
can be found in cyanobacteria which developed this property to postpone replication to
the night to evade the damaging ultraviolet radiation (Pittendrigh, 1993). Although the
involved components are not homologous to the eukaryotic ones the circadian clock is
conserved throughout evolution (Roenneberg and Merrow, 2002).
The core rhythm entrained by light controls other rhythms which can be coupled or
uncoupled depending on tissue type, temperature or other external factors. It is also
possible that some factors change or shift period, frequency or phase. According to
Aschoff’s rule increasing light intensity shortens the free-running period for diurnal
animals under continuous illumination and lengthens it for nocturnal animals (Aschoff,
1960).
Another modification of the rhythm is damping (Fig. 4). This may happen when animals are
transferred from normal conditions to continuous illumination (LL) or continuous darkness
(DD). The amplitude is getting lower and seems to fade out. This does not mean that the
rhythm itself has gone. If a single light pulse under DD or a span of darkness under LL is
applied, the rhythm returns to the overt state. Sometimes even a change in light intensity
brings back the rhythm (Bünning, 1973). However, the core rhythm shows a very high
stability. One factor that has normally a strong influence on biological reactions is the
temperature. To indicate the influence of temperature the value Q10 is used, the so-called
temperature coefficient. It is calculated by the rate of a reaction (here the frequency)
divided by the rate at a temperature of 10°C less. Many biochemical reactions have an Q10
of 2-3 whereas the Q10 of circadian rhythms is about 1 (Sweeney and Hastings, 1960). Thus
the circadian rhythm is temperature compensated. As light is the most important factor it
can influence the circadian rhythm the most. Under the light of adaptation and flexibility
this capacity has very positive aspects. The effect of e.g. a light pulse on the phase of a
free-running rhythm under DD can be plotted in a phase-response curve (Johnson, 1999)
(Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Phase-response curve. Effect of e.g. a light pulse on phase under continuous darkness (DD). Abscissa
shows circadian time with a subjective day from 0 to 12 and a subjective night from 12 to 24. Ordinate shows
the advance(+) or delay(-) of the phase in hours. Arrows indicate a light pulse, delays are shown as open circles,
advances as full circles. Adapted from (Koukkari and Sothern, 2006).
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2.2.2 Characteristics of a rhythm
One of the characteristic features of a rhythm is its periodicity i.e. the repetition of a cycle.
The time that is needed to complete one cycle is labelled as the period (τ). The period can
also be set in relation to fixed units of time which is then frequency (f=1/τ). As a rhythm
shows in varying levels of the measured value another characteristic is the amplitude. It is
the difference between a baseline and the maximal and minimal values that are measured.
Not only the peak and the trough of a cycle but every point on the curve that is repeated is
called a phase, which is another major feature of a rhythm (Fig. 4) (Moore-Ede et al.,
1982).

Figure 4. Graphic explanation of rhythm terminology (see text). Adapted from (Koukkari and Sothern, 2006)

2.2.3 Circadian rhythms of various model organisms especially Drosophila
As circadian rhythms can be found in all kingdoms and phyla there are of course several
model organisms. Most of them are organisms that are already known as models for other
reasons. The model of choice for prokaryotic organisms are cyanobacteria especially
Synechococcus elongatus. Circadian rhythmicity was thought to be restricted to eukaryotes
until 1986 when a circadian rhythm for photosynthesis and later for cell division was
discovered in cyanobacteria (Grobbelaar et al., 1986; Sweeney and Borgese, 1989).
Another very basic model is Neurospora crassa, a breadmould. It is easy to culture and the
haplotypic nuclei allow identification of phenotypes created by mutations. Additionally,
the genome has been sequenced. The circadian rhythm of Neurospora appears as a
pattern of dense and less-dense stripes of hyphae with spores. These denser stripes turn
up approximately every 24 hours (Vitalini et al., 2006).
Representative for plants is the well-known Arabidopsis thaliana, the thale cress. Its small
genome and a life cycle of about six weeks turned it into a prime example for a model
organism. Therefore it was the first plant genome to be sequenced. The circadian rhythm
shows itself e.g. in leaf movements and flowering (Barak et al., 2000; Harmer et al., 2000).
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Circadian rhythmicity of mammals has been studied mostly in mice - the classic laboratory
animals. Quite a few clock-controlled genes (ccgs) were discovered in mice or found as
homologues to already known genes (Vitaterna et al., 1994). Clock genes located by mouse
mutations could then be used to find their homologues in other mammalian species e.g.
humans (Tei et al., 1997).
The most interesting model organism in this case is Drosophila melanogaster, the fruit fly.
One of the most important clock genes period (per) was discovered already in 1971 as
three different alleles on the X-chromosome which led to different behaviour in the flies
(Konopka and Benzer, 1971). It took then another 13 years to describe the locus in detail
(Bargiello and Young, 1984). Other core clock genes such as timeless (tim) were found and
a model was developed to clarify their interaction and regulation (Sehgal et al., 1995).

Figure 5. Drosophila circadian clock genes and their transcripts interacting in two linked transcriptiontranslation feedback loops (TTFL). LOOP-1 consists mainly of TIMELESS (TIM) and PERIOD (PER) which form a
complex after translation and bind to the transcription activators CLOCK-CYCLE (CLK-CYC) which leads to
repression of timeless (tim) and period (per) mRNA transcription in a negative feedback loop. At dawn light
begins in connection with CRYPTOCHROME (CRY) to degrade TIM which leaves PER monomeric. Now PER can
be phosphorylated and marked for proteosomal degradation. At midday, levels of TIM and PER are low enough
to allow CLK-CYC to bind at tim and per promoters whereupon tim and per mRNA levels are rising until dusk.
CLK-CYC present the positive element of this loop. After nightfall TIM levels are rising again and reach their
peak at midnight. TIM heterodimerizes with PER which otherwise would be degraded. The second TTFL
consists mainly of par domain protein-1ε (PDP1) and VRILLE (VRI). PDP1 activates transcription of clock (clk)
whereas VRI represses it. Together with cycle (cyc) clk is the interlinking element of the two TTFLs. The CLK-CYC
heterodimer not only activates tim and per transcription but also of par domain protein-1ε (pdp1) and vrille
(vri) and other clock-controlled genes (ccgs). The blue arrow shows how CLK-CYC connects both TTFLs.
Arrowheads indicate activation bars indicate repression or inhibition. Dotted arrows denote pathways of lesser
importance or unknown functionality (modified from (Sheeba et al., 2008).
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A circadian clock consists of at least one transcription-translation feedback loop (TTFL) (Fig.
5). The more complex an organism is the more TTFLs it may have. In Drosophila there are
two TTFLs which are interlocked. Major players in the first loop are the genes period (per)
and timeless (tim) and their gene products PERIOD (PER) and TIMELESS (TIM). Their
transcription is activated around midday by the proteins CLOCK (CLK) and CYCLE (CYC). The
two proteins form a heterodimer which binds to E-boxes of the tim and per promoters.
They belong to the positive branch of the loop. Tim and per mRNA levels reach their zenith
at dusk. About six hours later the number of PER/TIM heterodimers is rising. This process is
mediated by DOUBLETIME (DBT) which accelerates PER degradation by phosphorylation.
PER/TIM bind to CLK/CYC which then dissociate from their binding site. As TIM and PER
inhibit their own transcription they belong to the negative branch of the loop. At dawn
TIM is degraded by light and in interaction with CRYPTOCHROME (CRY) which is
photosensitive. The remaining PER is available for phosphorylation and is consecutively
degradated. Degradation reduces the PER and TIM levels until transcription is possible
again. This cycle is reset every morning with sunrise. The main proteins in the second TTFL
are PAR DOMAIN PROTEIN-1ε (PDP1ε) and VRILLE (VRI).PDP1ε acts as the positive element
while activating transcription of clock (clk). VRILLE on the other hand binds to VRI/PDP1ε –
boxes and represses clk transcription. CLK is the protein that along with CYC connects the
two TTFLs. As already mentioned it leads to transcription of per and tim. It is also
transcription activator for pdp1 and vri and a few other ccgs. It is now believed that CLK
regulates the amplitude of the rhythm (Sheeba et al., 2008).
In contrast to the mammalian hierarchical organization with the suprachiasmatic nucleus
(SCN) as the ruling component the Drosophila circadian clock is more decentralized. Clock
genes are expressed all over the body and can be entrained independently by external
zeitgebers. Nevertheless “clock neurons” were found which receive input from the
medulla in a yet unknown way (Helfrich-Forster et al., 2007; Sheeba et al., 2008).

2.2.4 Circadian rhythms of the honeybee
Honeybees have long been known to recognize the time of day (Beling, 1929; Wahl, 1932;
Wahl, 1933; Koltermann, 1971; Zhang et al., 2006; Pahl et al., 2007). This ability is essential
as flowers bloom not only at different seasons but also at different times of day. Forage
sites become unprofitable after a certain time or are replaced with those of higher yield.
For successful foraging, bees have to keep an eye on these changes. This “keeping an eye
on time” was labelled “Zeitgedächtnis” and is driven by the endogenous free-running
rhythm (Renner, 1955; Beier, 1968; Frisch, 1987). A remarkable fact is the arrhythmic
behaviour of nurse bees which show no circadian rhythmicity whatsoever. Circadian
rhythmicity shows up not before the transition to forager bees (Moore, 2001). Here the
oscillation of the endogenous clock genes is suppressed by the social role of the bee and
her environment (Shemesh et al., 2007).
Only in recent years the expression of clock genes in the honeybee brain was shown (Toma
et al., 2000; Bloch et al., 2001; Bloch et al., 2003; Rubin et al., 2006). This revealed some
unexpected differences to the Drosophila clock genes e.g. honeybees have no orthologue
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to TIM1 but to TIM2 which has so far no role in Drosophila clock but is much closer to the
mammalian TIM. Another clock gene CRY is of the mammalian type, too. In addition the
TTFLs have to be differently organised as the binding sites and specific domains differ.
Analyses of other insect and basal insect genomes explain these differences with the
divergence of Drosophila on one hand and the convergence of bees and mammals on the
other hand by losing either one or the other of the ancient paralogues (Fig. 6). All things
considered the honeybee clock genes represent the original design better than Drosophila
which has been the insect model system so far (Rubin et al., 2006).

Figure 6. Phylogenetic relationships of the TIMELESS and TIMEOUT proteins. The plant TIMELESS protein is
used as an outgroup to root the tree. Insects are marked with bold letters vertebrates with italic letters. TIM of
Apis mellifera is grouped with the vertebrate TIM2 instead of insect TIM1. Adapted from Rubin et al. 2006.

2.2.5 Influence of circadian rhythmicity on olfaction and memory
Knowing the ubiquity of circadian rhythms it is to be expected that olfaction as well as
memory formation and retrieval are either influenced or controlled by them. The influence
of the circadian rhythmicity on olfaction can be analysed e.g. by behavioural approach
which was shown for the CO2 receptor of blood sucking bugs (Barrozo et al., 2004; Bodin et
al., 2008) or odour preference of cockroaches (Decker et al., 2007). A well known
technique for measuring the olfactory sensitivity of insect antennae is measuring
electroantennograms (EAG). It has been in use since over 50 years (Schneider, 1957)
although the processes leading to the changes in the amplitude during recording are
mostly unknown. Several studies have shown that these EAGs exhibit a dependence to
circadian rhythms. Popular insects for such studies are moths and cockroaches (Page and
Koelling, 2003; Merlin et al., 2006; Merlin et al., 2007; Schuckel et al., 2007). A prominent
example is Drosophila melanogaster where not only the EAGs were examined (Krishnan et
al., 1999) but also the mechanisms on the cellular level which elicit the EAGs (Tanoue et
al., 2004; Krishnan et al., 2005; Emery and Francis, 2008; Krishnan et al., 2008; Tanoue et
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al., 2008). One particular protein the G protein-coupled receptor kinase 2 (GPRK2) plays an
important role for rhythmic olfactory responses in Drosophila (Emery and Francis, 2008;
Tanoue et al., 2008) (Fig. 7). So far nothing is known about the occurrence or function of
this protein in the honeybee. Nevertheless a search with the protein sequence within the
recently sequenced honeybee genome (Altschul et al., 1990; THGSG, 2006) reveals the
existence of a predicted similar to G protein-coupled receptor kinase 2 protein. If this
protein is homologous to the known one it might also play a similar role in honeybee
olfaction.

Figure 7. Regulation of olfactory receptor density by clock genes via GPRK2 in Drosophila. The clock genes
(clock symbol) modulate gprk2 mRNA levels by transcription control and mRNA stability. Higher levels of
GPRK2 lead to redistribution of olfactory receptors (OR) into the membrane with the result of higher spike
amplitude. CT5 shows the situation during the day, CT17 during night. Adapted from (Emery and Francis,
2008).

The other factor which is memory formation and retrieval has also been shown to be
influenced by circadian rhythmicity in several species. Schmidt et al. collected results of
various studies concerning circadian rhythms in human cognitions covering a broad field of
cognitive domains and testing paradigms including memory and working memory (Schmidt
et al., 2007). An important interfering element to be considered here is the so called
homeostatic process which interacts with the circadian rhythm as the two-process model
postulates (Borbely, 1982). Sleep or sleep-like states have been shown in various animals
other than mammals (Olofsson and de Bono, 2008; Siegel, 2008). Whether the function of
sleep as a regenerative process is similar can be examined by sleep deprivation and the
following compensation or negative effects (Hendricks et al., 2000; Rechtschaffen and
Bergmann, 2002; Sauer et al., 2004; Birman, 2005; Stephenson et al., 2007). Several
studies dealing with circadian rhythmicity and its effect on memory gave no incidence of
such an interfering effect and so far no studies have been concerning this special question
with the exception of human participants (Sakai et al., 2004; Lyons et al., 2005; Rawashdeh
et al., 2007; Fabbri et al., 2008).
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2.3 Hypothesis
Based on this prior findings by Decker et al., 2007, Merlin et al., 2007, Tanoue et al., 2008,
Sakai et al., 2004 and Lyons et al., 2005 the question arises whether the olfactory memory
of honeybees is influenced by circadian rhythmicity. This may happen either by olfactory
sensitivity, by memory formation and retrieval or by both. In this thesis I will try to answer
this question at least partially by concentrating not on the olfactory sensitivity but on the
behavioural approach.
To achieve this I will train bees in a differential conditioning paradigm to different odours
at different time points. Testing the bees after either 30 minutes or 24 hours might show
differences between short-term or long-term memory. Bees are either kept under a strict
illumination regime within a container or are taken from hives from the outside. Calcium
imaging of the antennal lobes at the different time points could show possible differences
in signal strength and indicate at which level during odour processing the assumed
circadian rhythmicity interacts.
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3 Materials and Methods
3.1 Material list
Beekeeping:
-

Bees: Apis mellifera mellifera, Apis mellifera carnica; AG Galizia Universität
Konstanz
Clock timer: Termina TR610 top; Theben AG
Feeder: Feinmechanik, Wissenschaftliche Werkstätten Universität Konstanz
Heating: MAS 2011; HELLER Elektro-Hausgeräte GmbH
Humidifier: AxAir LBV 40; AxAir GmbH
Humidistat: Humidity control; Conrad Electronic GmbH
Netting: LILL Gardine; IKEA Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG
Red light: TL-D W58-15; Phillips GmbH
Standard lights: TL-D90 DeLuxe Pro; Phillips GmbH
Thermostat: Universal thermostat; Conrad Electronic GmbH
UV-lights: Eversun L80W/79; Osram GmbH

-

Pollen: Queenspoll; Bienen-Voigt & Warnholz GmbH & Co. KG,
Sugar water: recipe see supplementary material

Differential conditioning:
-

-

Adhesive tape: tesa® extra Power Gewebeband 19mm; tesa AG
Digital I/O interface: USB-PIO; BMC Messsysteme GmbH
BNC cables: RG-58; HUBER+SUHNER GmbH
Buzzer: Klein-Alarm –Summer 3V EMS-3; Conrad Electronic GmbH
Exhauster:
VAR-Rohrventilator VARW 280/2 TK; Helios Ventilatoren
Flexschlauch 100mm, Greydec 100; Grieser Luft- und Filtertechnik
GmbH
Fibre-optic light guide: Flexilux 30 H, Schölly Fiber Optik GmbH
Glass tube: ID 6,5mm OD 9,9mm
Gloves: Examination gloves nitrile; VWR International GmbH
LEDs: red LED 5mm; Elektroniklager, Wissenschaftliche Werkstätten Universität
Konstanz
Luminance meter: Panlux electronic; Gossen Foto- und Lichtmesstechnik GmbH
Metal rod:
Skalpellgriff für Mikroklingen AB 585; Aesculap AG
Insektennadel Sphinx Gr. 7
Multipurpose container: Multipurpose container 15 ml with snap lid; Greiner BioOne GmbH
Odour vials: Clear sample vials 12ml; Klaus Trott Chromatographie-Zubehör
Parafilm: Parafilm M Laboratory Wrapping Film; Pechiney Plastic Packaging, Inc.
Pipette tips: SafeSeal-Tips® „Premium“ 200µl; Biozym Scientific GmbH
Pipettes: Eppendorf Research variable ; Eppendorf AG
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Pumps: vacuum pump 312005; Rietschle Thomas
Resistors: 342 Ω; , Wissenschaftliche Werkstätten Universität Konstanz
Rubber tubing:
C-FLEX ® tubing EW-06424-60; Cole-Parmer
Silicone tubing ID: 0,8mm OD: 2,4mm
Tygon® Laboratory tubing; Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics
Software: Olfastim; Alexander Galkin FU Berlin
R 2.7.0; The R Project for Statistical Computing
JMP 7; SAS Institute
Sugi strips: Sugi Saugstreifen steril (rechteckig), Kettenbach GmbH & Co. KG
Syringes: HSW Norm-Ject 2ml (3ml) Luer; Henke-Sass, Wolf GmbH
Sterican Disposable hypodermic needle 23G x 1”; B. Braun Melsungen
AG
Sterican Disposable needle 18G x 1 1/2”
Training tubes: based on (Bitterman et al., 1983); Feinmechanik, Wissenschaftliche
Werkstätten Universität Konstanz
TTL switch: TTL-Umschaltbox; Elektronik, Wissenschaftliche Werkstätten
Universität Konstanz
Tubing connectors: Rotilabo®-mini-tubing connectors; Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG
Valves: Pinch solenoid valves 2-way Z031A/S305-06; Sirai Elettromeccanica
Valve controller: VC-6 channel valve controller; Warner Instruments
Variable area flow meters: Schwebekörperströmungsmesser 150mm 102-05N;
Analyt-MTC GmbH
1-hexanol: 1-1-hexanol; Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH
2-octanol: 2-2-octanol; Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Mineral oil: Mineral oil; Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Sugar water: recipe see supplementary material

Calcium imaging:
-

Binocular: Wild M5; Wild Heerbrugg AG
Cotton wool: Augenwatte unsteril; KERMA® Verbandstoff GmbH
Microscalpel: microscalpel; World Precision Instruments Inc.
Microscope: BX-50WI with 20x water-dip objective NA 0,95; Olympus Corporation
Pal system: CombiPal/ Cycle composer; CTC Analytics AG
Paper tissue: Kimtech Science Precision Wipes Tissue Wipers; Kimberly-Clark
Worldwide, Inc.
Plastic cover slips: plastic cover slips unbreakable 2225; plano GmbH
Plexiglass holder: Feinmechanik, Wissenschaftliche Werkstätten Universität
Konstanz
Software: Till Vision; Till Photonics GmbH
IDL 6.0; ITT Visual Information Solutions
Soldering iron: ERSA Minor S; ERSA GmbH
Lineares Labornetzgerät PS-1152 A; Voltcraft®
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Tweezers: Dumont No.5; Manufactures D'Outils Dumont SA
Additional odours: 2-Nonanol; Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Bee ringer: recipe see supplementary material
Eicosane: Eicosane; Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Fluorescent dye: Calcium Green™-5N; Molecular Probes, Inc.
Wax: Carmel Waxes; Carmel Group Inc.
Deiberit 502; Dr. Böhme und Schöps Dental GmbH

mRNA quantification:
Isolation
-

Centrifuge: Eppendorf® Centrifuge 5417 R; Eppendorf AG
Homogenizer: Motor-Mixer; VWR International GmbH
Micropestle: Pistill; VWR International GmbH
Photometer: nanodrop ND-1000; peqlab Biotechnologie GmbH
Pipette tips: Typ Eppendorf: PSK, PSG, PSB; A. Hartenstein GmbH
Pipettes: Pipetman P1000, P200, P20, P2; Gilson, Inc.
Reaction tubes: Reaktionsgefäße mit Deckel 1,5ml; A. Hartenstein GmbH
Thermo shaker: TS-100; peqlab Biotechnologie GmbH

-

Chloroform: Chloroform; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
DNase: DNase I recombinant, RNase-free; Roche Diagnostics GmbH
EDTA: E7889; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Ethanol: Ethanol absolute; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Extraction solution: peqGold Trifast; peqlab Biotechnologie GmbH
High salt precipitation solution: recipe see supplementary material
Isopropanol:2-propanol; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Pure water: produced with Milli-Q; Millipore Corporation
RNase-free water: RNase-free water; Qiagen GmbH

Reverse transcription
-

PCR machine: Primus 25 advanced; peqlab Biotechnologie GmbH
Photometer: nanodrop ND-1000; peqlab Biotechnologie GmbH
Pipette tips: Typ Eppendorf: PSK, PSG, PSB; A. Hartenstein GmbH
Pipettes: Pipetman P1000, P200, P20, P2; Gilson, Inc.

-

Oligo dT: poly T18 945; biomers.net GmbH
Reverse transcriptase: Omniscript RT Kit; Qiagen GmbH
RNase inhibitor: Protector RNase Inhibitor; Roche Diagnostics GmbH

PCR
-

PCR machine: Primus 25 advanced; peqlab Biotechnologie GmbH
Pipette tips: Typ Eppendorf: PSK, PSG, PSB; A. Hartenstein GmbH
Pipettes: Pipetman P1000, P200, P20, P2; Gilson, Inc.
dNTPs: dNTP Mix; Fermentas GmbH

18
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Primer: AmPer-f(5’-TTCAAGCTGATATGAATGCCTTA-3’)
AmPer-r(5’-GCGCATTTTCTTCGTGAATC-3’)
AmTim-f(5’-GCGAAGAAACAGACAACGATGGT-3’)
AmTim-r(5’-CCAGAGCCTCGCTCATATTTCTTT-3’)
AmEF1a-f(5’-AGCAGTTGATCGTTGGAGTGAA-3’)
AmEF1a-r(5’-CATCCGGAGATCGGTACGAA-3’)
biomers.net GmbH
Taq DNA Polymerase: produced by AG Hauck

Agarose gel
-

Electrophoresis chamber: Mupid-One; Advance Co, Ltd.
Pipette tips: Typ Eppendorf: PSK, PSG, PSB; A. Hartenstein GmbH
Pipettes: Pipetman P1000, P200, P20, P2; Gilson, Inc.
UV-lamp: Molecular Imager Gel Doc XR System; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.

-

Agarose: Agarose; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Buffer: TAE-buffer modified; recipe see supplementary material
Ethidium bromide: Ethidium bromide; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Loading buffer: Orange G; recipe see supplementary material
Marker: 50bp DNA ladder; New England Biolabs Inc.

Standard preparation
-

Centrifuge:

Eppendorf® Centrifuge 5417 R; Eppendorf AG
Heraeus Multifuge 1SR; Thermo Fisher Scientific
Falcon tubes: PP-tube 14ml sterile; Greiner Bio-One GmbH
Incubator: TH30/SM30; Edmund Bühler GmbH
INB; Memmert GmbH + Co. KG
Photometer: nanodrop ND-1000; peqlab Biotechnologie GmbH
Pipette tips: Typ Eppendorf: PSK, PSG, PSB; A. Hartenstein GmbH
Pipettes: Pipetman P1000, P200, P20, P2; Gilson, Inc.
Falcon serological pipet 5ml; Becton Dickinson GmbH
Thermo shaker: TS-100; peqlab Biotechnologie GmbH
UV-lamp: UV-Leuchttisch; peqlab Biotechnologie GmbH
Agarose: Agarose; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Ampicillin: Ampicillin-Natriumsalz; AppliChem GmbH
Buffer: TAE-buffer modified; recipe see supplementary material
Restriction enzyme: EcoRI; New England Biolabs Inc.
Gel extraction: Qiagen Gel Extraction Kit; Qiagen GmbH
IPTG: Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
LB medium: LB broth; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Miniprep: Qiaprep Spin Miniprep Kit; Qiagen GmbH
TA-cloning: TA Cloning Kit Dual Promoter (pCRII); Invitrogen Corporation
XGal:
5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl
β-D-galactopyranoside;
recipe
supplementary material

see
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Real-time PCR
-

Heat sealer: Heat sealer, 230 V; Eppendorf AG
Heat sealing film: heat sealing film; Eppendorf AG
PCR plate: twin.tec PCR Plate 96; Eppendorf AG
Pipette tips: Typ Eppendorf: PSK, PSG, PSB; A. Hartenstein GmbH
Pipettes: Pipetman P1000, P200, P20, P2; Gilson, Inc.
Real-time PCR machine: Eppendorf® Mastercycler ep gradient/S realplex2;
Eppendorf AG

-

Premix: SensiMixPlus SYBR; Quantace Ltd
Primer: AmPer-f(5’-TTCAAGCTGATATGAATGCCTTA-3’)
AmPer-r(5’-GCGCATTTTCTTCGTGAATC-3’)
AmTim-f(5’-GCGAAGAAACAGACAACGATGGT-3’)
AmTim-r(5’-CCAGAGCCTCGCTCATATTTCTTT-3’)
AmEF1a-f(5’-AGCAGTTGATCGTTGGAGTGAA-3’)
AmEF1a-r(5’-CATCCGGAGATCGGTACGAA-3’)

biomers.net GmbH

Activity analysis:
Recording
-

BNC cables: RG-58; HUBER+SUHNER GmbH
Frame grabber card: DFG/SV1; The Imaging Source Europe GmbH
Hard disk: DataStation maxi m.u 500GB; TrekStor GmbH & Co. KG
Infrared camera: Monochromkamera DMK 4002-IR; The Imaging Source Europe
GmbH
Infrared lamps: Eneo Typ WFL-II/LED 30 13V DC with ACDC adapter Eneo Typ NE120 Eneo Typ WF-II/LED 35-230; Videor Technical E. Hartig GmbH
Single frame observation hive: Schaukasten Zander mit Metalldach;
Bienenzuchtbedarf Heinrich Holtermann GmbH & Co. KG
Video camera: NV-GS75; Panasonic

Analysis
-

Processing software: VirtualDub v1.8.5; http://www.virtualdub.org
Recording software: IC capture; The Imaging Source Europe GmbH
Tracking software: WINanalyze v2.1.; Mikromak Service Brinkmann
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3.2 Beekeeping
3.2.1 Free-flying bees
Free-flying bees (Apis mellifera carnica, Apis mellifera mellifera) were taken from a total of
thirteen hives located on the roof of building M of the university (Fig.8). The hives were
placed there first from the middle of March to the beginning of April. The bees had access
to the nearby forest, flower meadows and fruit trees.

Figure 8. Bee hives outside. The hives are located on the roof of building M11. They face to the north, with
meadows and fruit trees in front and in the back. In the background of the picture the near forest can be seen.

3.2.2 Container bees
Two hives were kept in containers such as are used in the construction sector to provide
bees during the winter (Fig.9). These containers have a volume of about 30 cubic metres
and were divided by a net construction to separate bees from the lights, heating and
humidifier. Fresh air was provided via the inbuilt ventilation system. Shutters of the
windows were closed to ensure a constant light-dark cycle. Air humidity was regulated
with an air humidifier and set to 80% RH. Temperature was kept between 18°C and 25°C
via a small heating although solar irradiation and high outside temperatures led to
temperatures up to 30°C. Standard lights and UV-lights were turned on at 7am and turned
off at 7pm in the first container and vice-versa in the second container which leads to a
12h light and 12h darkness cycle (LD 12:12 and DL 12:12). To allow working in the dark
container without disturbing the bees illumination with red light was installed which bees
cannot see (von Frisch, 1965). The bees could fly freely in a space of about 20 to 26 cubic
metres. They were provided with several feeders of water and 3:2 concentrated sugar
water (4,4 M recipe from (Zander and Böttcher, 1989) daily and ground pollen on a plate
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every second day. Feeders with sugar water were wrapped with coloured cardboard to
raise the attention of the bees (von Frisch, 1965). Containers were cleaned every week. To
facilitate the change into the inverted light-dark cycle of the second container for the bees
a steady shift forward of the light period over several days provided good results. A sudden
change as tried with previous hives lead obviously to stress and therefore a high loss of
bees.

Figure 9. Hive located inside of a container. Bees can fly freely inside of the net and have access to ground
pollen and sugar water. Shutters are closed to avoid disturbance by daylight. Illumination is provided by
standard lights and UV-lights. Temperature is kept between 18°C and 25°C. Air humidity is set to 80%.

3.3 Differential conditioning
3.3.1 Catching and storage of bees
Both free-flying bees and container bees were caught the day before training. To catch
free-flying bees, feeders (Fig.10) with sugar water were placed in front of the hives. After
five to ten minutes bees could be collected from the feeders with small multi-purpose
containers. These containers were then put into ice. After about two minutes the bees
were immobilized by the cold and could be put into their training tubes. The body was
fixed with a rectangle of paper and adhesive tape whereas the head was secured with a
narrow strip of adhesive tape to prevent head movement. The paper avoids sticking
together of bee and tape. A slot in the tube allowed proboscis extension (Fig.11). This
protocol is adapted from (Bitterman et al., 1983). Changes included the fixation of the
body with the paper avoiding sticking and the slot for the proboscis as well as being made
of plastic. Bees were then fed with about 10 µl 1,25 M sugar water. To obtain the lightdark cycle and to prevent under cooling of the bees they were placed at the window of
another container with high humidity.
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Bees from the first container were caught with the small multi-purpose containers from
feeders and the entrance of the net housing the bees and fixed in their tubes as described
above. After feeding they were placed in their home container over night. Bees from the
second container were collected with the small multi-purpose containers from the walls or
the net at the ceiling and if necessary from the ground. Fixing and feeding the bees then
happened under red light to avoid disturbance by light or after lights on at 7pm. These
bees were kept in their home container over night (subjective day), too.

Figure 10. Sugar water feeder. Bees can feed at the slits at the bottom of the feeder which allow the sugar
water to leak out of the sugar water reservoir.

Figure 11. Training tubes. a) and c): view from the side. b) and d) view from above. The proboscis can unfold
for PER via a small slit (light blue arrow). Bees are fixed with adhesive tape (white) and paper strip (light green
arrow). A narrow strip of adhesive tape (red) fixes the head and prevents its movement. a) and b) adapted
from (Kaiser, 1988).
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3.3.2 Olfactometer
The Olfactometer (Fig. 12, 13) consists of six syringes for odour application fixed with
rubber foam. These syringes are connected with rubber tubing that provide an filtered
airstream supplied by a compressor. These rubber tubing have no inherent smell and do
not assume the smell of the odours they carry. At the valves they are shortly replaced by
silicon tubing which bear the constant opening and closing better and ensure complete
closure. The velocity of the airstream can be controlled with variable area flow meters and
was set to 122ml/min for the carrier stream and to 65 ml/min for the odour stream which
results in ~1,9 m/sec measured at the bee’s head. At the second olfactometer the air was
provided by two pumps which set the velocity to ~1,85 m/sec. Each of the syringes that
can contain an odour has a compensation syringe as an odour pulse is given via the
opening of a valve that squeezes the hose shut. Without the compensation syringe the bee
might remember the change in the airstream as the important cue. While the valve of the
odour syringe opens it shuts automatically the compensation hose therefore the overall
airstream stays the same. The carrier stream serves only for transporting the odour to the
antennae of the bee. In total three different odours can be used. All the syringes are
connected within a bigger segment of hose together with a short glass tube that presents
the air-stream to the bee with a distance of about one centimetre. The odour is provided
by an odour-soaked Sugi strip placed inside of the syringe. Syringes were never switched in
their places and always the same odour was used in one syringe to avoid contamination.
Behind the bee the air is removed by an exhauster to prevent accumulation or mixing of
odours. Opening and closing of the valves is controlled by a small computer program which
can also be programmed to announce the next step in the training paradigm via LEDs or a
buzzer. The LEDs are close to the bees but cannot be seen by them as they are red which is
a colour bees do not perceive (von Frisch, 1965). When bees are trained in the dark this
advantage is used for illumination via a red-wrapped fibre-optic light guide.
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d)

a
)
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Figure 12. Olfactometer. a) Two-way valves for airstream control of the odour stream. b) Syringes containing
small pads of odour-soaked Sugi strips, connected via rubber tubing to the valves. c) Bee panel. Here for ten
bees in a row with a hole for fixing the training tube and a LED. d) Exhauster e) Control panel connecting valves
and LEDs with the computer.

Figure 13. Systematic sketch of the olfactometer shown above. a) Variable area flow meter for odour stream.
b) Variable area flow meter for carrier stream. c) Two-way valves for airstream control of the odour stream. d)
Syringes containing small pads of odour-soaked Sugi strips, connected via rubber tubing to the valves. e) Bee
panel. Here for ten bees in a row with a hole for fixing the training tube and a LED. f) Exhauster g) Control
panel connecting valves and LEDs with the computer. h) Computer with control program (Olfastim).
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3.3.3 Odours
Bees were trained with the two different odours 1-hexanol and 2-octanol. These odours
are not too similar so the bees can learn the difference. They are also not too different
from each other to make the task too easy for the bee which could conceal possible
differences (Guerrieri et al., 2005). Additionally these odours occur in various plants and
flowers and belong therefore within the natural environment of the bee (El-Sayed, 2008).

3.3.4 Trial composition
One training trial consisted of an acclimatisation phase, the odour pulse, an optional
reward and a relaxation phase. One trial lasted forty seconds in total. For acclimatisation
the bee was placed into the air stream for 20 seconds. The odour pulse lasted for four
seconds. If there was a sugar water reward it was given for three seconds and began one
second before the odour pulse ended. The bee was then left in the air stream for the
remaining fourteen seconds (Fig. 14). As the intertrial interval (ITI) was set to ten minutes a
maximum of fifteen bees could be trained in parallel. The intertrial interval is the time
between two odour pulses for one bee irrespective of rewarded or not.

Figure 14. Trial composition. Bees are left in the airstream for 20sec for habituation. The odour pulse is given
for 4sec. After 3sec of odour sugar water is given for 3sec which leads to an overlap of 1sec. Bees are left again
in the airstream for another 14sec.

3.3.5 Training paradigm
One training session consisted of twelve trials grouped in six blocks (Fig. 15). Each block
consisted of the rewarded and the unrewarded odour with no fixed sequence. To avoid
learning of the sequence by a repetitive pattern like ABABABABABAB the sequence was
pseudo-randomised. This sequence was then also inverted to avoid any effect of the
sequence itself. This led to the following sequences: ABBABAABABBA and
BAABABBABAAB. A was always the rewarded odour or CS+ and B was always the
unrewarded odour or CS-. The sugar water reward was the unconditioned stimulus US. At
least ten minutes before training bees were tested for their proboscis extension reflex
(PER) by touching the antenna with sugar water. Only if the bee extended its proboscis it
was used for training. The reward was given by touching the antennae with sugar water
and letting the bee suck for three seconds. If the bee responded instantly with the PER to
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the odour pulse this was noted as ++. When the bee responded with a delay it was noted
as +. No PER at all was noted as --, whereas a response after touching the antenna with the
sugar water was noted with -. Protocol from (Menzel, 2004).

Figure 15. Training paradigm. Here 1-hexanol is the CS+ indicated with an A. B indicates the CS- here 2-octanol.
PER is tested for each bee at least ten minutes before training. Bees are trained either in the sequence
ABBABAABABBA or BAABABBABAAB. Testing takes place either 30min or 24h after training.

3.3.6 Training times
To find differences in learning performance due to circadian rhythmicity bees have to be
trained at fixed time points. As light was turned on at 7am or 7pm respectively, time points
were denominated with the circadian time (CT). CT0 was always at lights on. The bees
were trained at CT3, CT9, CT15 and CT21 (Fig. 16). As the bees in the second container had
an inverted light-dark cycle they could be trained during the day but during their subjective
night. Training times were therefore 10am and 4pm with training either in light or
darkness. In darkness the illuminance was below one lux, in light it was about 1000 lx.
Changing day length for free-flying bees was taken into account by shifting the training
times. E.g. a day length of sixteen hours would lead to training times not three hours after
sunrise (lights on) and three hours before sunset (lights off) as in the containers but four
hours after sunrise and four hours before sunset. These times were calculated by dividing
day or night length by four as the fixed training times are equal to a quarter of the day or
night length. To calculate the day length and the training times, the data for sunset and
sunrise was taken from a web source (Galupki, 2007). These data refer to St. Augustin
(Rhein-Sieg-Kreis), where sunset starts about 10 to 15 minutes later than in Constance, but
sunrise is nearly the same. As free-flying bees could not be forced into an inverted lightdark cycle they had to be trained during the night.
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Figure 16. Training times and different illumination situations. Training times are CT3, CT9, CT15 and CT21. a)
First container with 12 hours light and 12 hours darkness (LD 12:12). Lights turn on at 7am which is CT0. b)
Second container with 12 hours darkness and 12 hours light (DL 12:12). Lights turn on (CT0) at 7pm. c) Freeflying bees with approximately 16 hours light and 8 hours darkness. Sunrise is CT0. Training times were
adapted to changing day length (see text).

3.3.7 Testing
To see if there might be different effects on short-term memory and long-term memory
bees were either tested thirty minutes or twenty-four hours after training. Testing
followed the same protocol as the training except for not rewarding any of the odours.
Each odour was tested once.

3.3.8 Data analysis
Data were collected and edited with Microsoft Excel to make them compatible with the R
software. Each bee was given an individual name including day of training, rewarded
odour, testing time and illumination and training time. Every ++ and + were changed to 1
and -- and - were changed to 0. Bees which showed no response at all during training and
testing were excluded as well as bees which responded always. Each training session was
then saved as a text file. These files were processed with R which created several files
containing training arithmetic means, testing arithmetic means and the difference
between the responses to CS+ and CS- as well as a graphic depiction of the data.
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For better comparison of the data the difference between CS+ and CS- is used and referred
to as learning ratio. If a bee extends the proboscis while giving the CS this is noted with a 1.
If the bee does not respond to the CS a 0 is noted. A bee can either respond to none of the
CS which is case 1 (n1) or to both of the CS which is case 4 (n2). It also can respond to CS+
but not to CS- which is case 3 (n3). If the bee reacts the other way round case 2 (n4) is
given. For a qualitative evaluation a learning index is used. The same response to both CS
be it positive or negative in both cases is considered as non-learning and counted as 0. A
response to CS+ but not to CS- fulfils the definition of learning and is counted as 1. A
response to CS- but not to CS+ can be regarded in two ways. Either it is simply seen as nonlearning and counted as 0 or as wrong learning and counted as -1. In this case learning
index 1 was used.

Table 1. Composition of the learning indices. n1-n4: Possible responses of the bees to CS+ and CS-. A positive
response to a CS is noted as 1, a negative response is noted as 0. Learning index 1 (LI1) defines a difference of 0
(n1 and n4) between CS+ and CS- as non-learning whereas a difference of 1 (n2) is defined as learning. In case of
a bee responding to CS- but not to CS+ (n3) the learning index is -1 which is also non-learning. Learning index 2
(LI2) counts this event as a simple non-learning with a 0. All other cases are treated the same.

CS+

CS-

LI1

LI2

n1

0

0

0

0

n2

0

1

-1

0

n3

1

0

1

1

n4

1

1

0

0

3.3.9 Statistics
To compare the different factors a measurements analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used,
depending on the data either one-way or more. The used programs were the R software
and JMP.

3.4 Calcium imaging
3.4.1 Preparation of bees
Bees were caught and prepared at the same times as for training. They were caught with a
small multi-purpose container and put on ice until they were motionless. Then they were
put into a plexiglass holder and fixed with some cotton wool, rubber foam and adhesive
tape to avoid later movement (Fig. 17). Further preparation took place under a binocular.
The fibre-optic light guide for illumination was covered with yellow foil to avoid bleaching
of the fluorescent dye. If bees were imaged at CT15 or CT21 the light guide was covered
with red foil just as in training. The bee’s head was fixed at a slight angle with wax which
was liquefied with a soldering iron. The antennae were immobilised using another
soldering iron modified with a wire and a drop of eicosan. Another drop of wax was used
to fix the mandibles. With wax and a small plastic plate the head of the bee was sealed and
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a kind of well was created for the bath application of the fluorescent dye to prevent
getting wet of the antennae. With a micro scalpel a window was cut into the cuticula
between the antennae and the ocelli without cutting deep into the head. With tweezers
the piece of cuticula was taken off and put aside. Now the antennae were liberated again.
Then the glands and very cautiously some of the trachea were removed to uncover the
antennal lobes. If there was few brain liquid some drops of bee ringer were applied against
drying up. The brain was then washed three times with bee ringer by applying it with a
pasteur pipet and removing with paper tissue. Afterwards 15µl of calcium green were
applied and the bee was put into the refrigerator at 13°C in a dark humid box for 1h. After
1h, 15min at room temperature were added. Then the fluorescent dye was removed and
after washing three times with bee ringer another drop of bee ringer was applied for
imaging. Protocol adapted from (Galizia and Vetter, 2005).
a
)

b
)

Figure 17. a) Empty plexiglass holder with an opening for the head of the bee and an indentation for better
access of the airstream to the head. b) Bee fixed within a plexiglass holder with rubber foam and wax.
Antennae are free to move underneath the plastic plate which holds the bee ringer. A window is cut into the
cuticula.

3.4.2 Imaging
For imaging the plexiglass holder was inserted into a fixture underneath the ocular of the
microscope. The imaging took place in darkness with only yellow light as illumination. The
ocular was moved towards the bee until it was immersed in the bee ringer. An antennal
lobe was chosen and brought into focus. Then the antennal lobe was put into final position
and focus with the imaging software. Afterwards the light source was switched to
fluorescent light with a wavelength of 470nm. Before the beginning of standard measuring
a test measurement was taken with a reference odour. Only if this measurement returned
satisfying signals the procedure was continued. The odours were applied with an
automated PAL system and recorded with the imaging software. Additionally to the odours
used in training the reference odour (2-nonanol), mineral oil and air were used.

3.4.3 Data analysis
The file with the information about the data saved at the recording computer with the Till
Vision software was converted into a log file for further analysis. Data and log file were
then processed with the IDL software. First a list file was created from the log file to edit
the information with Microsoft Excel e.g. inserting odour information. For a first analysis
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tiff-images were created. Usable datasets then underwent movement correction.
Movement correction was done with the raw data by manually moving the pictures into x
and y direction until they completely overlap. This process was applied within and
between the measurements. Then a bleaching correction was run. To do that a logarithmic
function was fitted to the mean change in brightness over time and subtracted. For the
calculation of the bleaching curve the pictures from stimulus onset until 10 seconds after
stimulus offset were not taken into account (frames 24 to 64). In addition the brightness of
the pictures six seconds before stimulus onset were weighted three times as much as the
brightness of the pictures after stimulus offset. The response strength of the activity
patterns was calculated as “F/F” in %. “F“ is the mean brightness in the frames 34 to 36
(2.75 seconds after stimulus onset) minus the mean brightness in the frames 64 to 66 (10.5
seconds after stimulus onset). “F” is the mean brightness in of the frames 64 to 66. To get
a higher signal-to-noise-ratio, two pixels were added up to one and additionally filtered
with a gauss low pass filter.

3.5 mRNA quantification
3.5.1 mRNA isolation
Bees were caught at the different time points according to the training times, i.e. container
bees were caught between 10am and 12am for CT3 and between 4pm and 6pm for CT9
etc. Container bees with inverted illumination were caught between 10am and 12am for
CT15 and between 4pm and 6pm for CT21. Free-flying bees were caught between 9:30am
and 11:30am for CT3 etc. (Table 1).
Table 2. Bee-collection times according to training times of container bees, container bees with inverted
illumination and free-flying bees.

CT

Container
bees

Container bees with inverted
illumination

Free-flying
bees

3

10-12am

10-12pm

9:3011:30am

9

4-6pm

4-6pm

5:15-7:15am

15

10-12pm

10-12am

11:15pm1:15am

21

4-6pm

4-6am

3:25-5:25am

Immediately after catch bees were frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen. Brains were
isolated under a binocular on a frozen dish. Mandibles, proboscis, cuticle, compound eyes,
ocelli and non-brain tissues were removed. The brains were then stored in 0,5 ml peqGold
Trifast until further preparation. Later whole heads were used.
For mRNA isolation the brains were homogenised within the peqGold Trifast. The lysate
was then transferred to a new tube and 500µl of Trifast were added. After addition of
200µl chloroform the tubes were shaken intensely and then centrifuged for 2min at room
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temperature (RT) and at 14.000 rpm. This leads to a separation of the lysate into 2 phases
of which the upper clear one contains the RNA. Of the upper phase 400µl were transferred
into a new tube. Then 250µl of isopropanol and 250µl of high salt precipitation solution
were added and tubes were inverted a few times and centrifuged for 5min at RT and at
10.000 rpm. The supernatant was discarded before 1ml 70% ethanol was added. Tubes
were centrifuged for 1min at RT and 14.000 rpm and the supernatant was discarded. 1ml
70% ethanol was added again and the tubes were centrifuged again at the same
conditions. After removing the ethanol the tubes were inverted and left for air-drying.
Remaining ethanol was removed with absorbing paper. The dried pellet of mRNA was
solved in 10µl of RNase-free water and left for 15min at 60°C and 1200 rpm.
mRNA concentration was measured and RNase-free water was added accordingly to gain
equal concentrations.
Before reverse transcription mRNA was treated with DNaseI to remove any remains of
DNA.
500ng mRNA
Buffer 10x
DNaseI

8µl
1µl
1µl

Tubes were left for 15min at RT before 1µl of 25mM EDTA was added and samples were
left for 10min at 65°C. 25mM EDTA was created by adding 2,5ml of 0,5M stock solution to
47,5ml purified water.

3.5.2 Reverse transcription
For cDNA synthesis 10µl of mRNA were added to 10µl of a master mix of the following
composition:
H2O

2µl

buffer 10x

2µl

dNTPs

2µl

Oligo dT

2µl

RNase inhibitor

1µl

RT

1µl

The tubes were heated for 1h at 37°C and for 5min at 95°C.
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3.5.3 Amplification
To test the primers a few samples were amplified with a standard PCR (polymerase chain
reaction).
H2O

12,5µl

buffer 10x

2,0µl

dNTPs

0,5µl

Primer mix

3,0µl

Taq

1,0µl

DNA

1,0µl

95°C

5min

95°C

30sec

55°C

30sec

72°C

30sec

72°C

10min

35x

The amplified samples were then put on a 1,5% agarose gel to show the results (Fig. 18).

Figure 18. AP1-APK: samples one to six and a negative control amplified with AmPer primers. The same
samples were amplified with AmTim (AT1-ATK) and AmEF1a (AE1-AEK). Marker is a 50bp DNA ladder.

3.5.4 Standard preparation
For comparison of the unknown samples a standard has to be used. From the already
amplified samples several were selected for each primer pair to be further amplified via
cloning into bacterial cells.
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For each primer pair three samples were selected and applied to a 2% agarose gel. After a
5min ethidium bromide bath, the best band of each primer pair was cut out of the gel with
a razor blade on a UV-lamp.
Three volumes of Buffer QG were added to 1 volume of gel (100 mg ~ 100 µl).
The samples were then incubated at 50°C for 10min and vortexed every 2–3min during the
incubation. 1 gel volume of isopropanol was added to the sample and mixed. The sample
was applied to QIAquick column and centrifuged for 1min at 13.000 rpm. Flow-through
was discarded and 0,5ml of Buffer QG were added to the column and centrifuged for 1min
at 13.000 rpm. 0,75ml of Buffer PE were added to the column and centrifuged for 1min at
13.000 rpm. Flow-through was discarded and centrifuged then for an additional 1min at
13.000 rpm. The column was placed into a clean 1.5ml microcentrifuge tube and 20µl MQ
water were added to the centre of the membrane and centrifuged for 1min at 13.000 rpm.
For cloning three LB-plates were prepared by spreading 4µl of 1M IPTG and 40µl of X-Gal
on them. The plates were left in the refrigerator overnight. cDNA was inserted into
plasmids with the TA Cloning Kit Dual Promoter (pCRII) from Invitrogen.

cDNA
10x ligation buffer
pCRII vector
T4 ligase

6µl
1µl
2µl
1µl

14°C overnight

The next day 2µl of the ligation product were added to 40µl of competent cells and kept
on ice for 30min. After a heating of 42°C for 30sec the cells were returned to ice
immediately. Then 250µl of S.O.C medium were added and the cells were incubated for 1h
at 37°C and 225 rpm. 50µl of the cells were spread on the IPTG/X-Gal/LB-plates and
incubated at 37°C overnight. One day later four white colonies were picked from each
plate with pipette tips and transferred to 4ml of LB-medium which was taken from a stock
consisting of 50ml medium mixed with 100µl Ampicillin (100µg/µl). The cells were again
incubated overnight at 37°C and 225 rpm.
The DNA was extracted from the cells with the Qiagen Qiaprep Spin Miniprep Kit. First cells
were centrifuged for 10min at 24°C and 4000 rpm. The pellet was re-suspended in 250µl of
buffer P1 and transferred to a fresh reaction tube. 250µl of buffer P2 were added and
tubes were inverted for mixing. Tubes were again inverted after addition of 350µl of buffer
N3 until precipitation becomes visible. This was followed by centrifuging for 10min at 18°C
and 13.000 rpm. The supernatant was applied to a QIAprep spin column. The column was
centrifuged for 1min and the flow-through was discarded. The column was washed by
adding 0.5ml Buffer PB and centrifuging for 1min. The flow-through was again discarded.
The column was washed a second time by adding 0.75ml Buffer PE and centrifuging for
1min. To remove residual wash buffer flow-through was discarded and the column was
centrifuged for an additional minute. For elution the column was placed in a clean 1.5ml
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microcentrifuge tube and 50µl of MQ- water added to the centre of the column. The
column was left for 1min and centrifuged for 1min.
To check if the insertion of the cDNA into the plasmids was successful, a restriction digest
was conducted with EcoRI.
H2O
plasmid
buffer
EcoRI

6µl
2µl
1µl
1µl

1h at 37°C

The samples were mixed with 2µl loading buffer and applied to a 2% agarose gel.

3.5.5 Quantification
The cDNA was quantified with SensiMixPlus SYBR from Quantace.
Premix 2x
Primer mix
H2O
cDNA

6,25µl
0,63µl
4,62µl
1,00µl

95°C
95°C
52°C (AmPer)/57°C (AmTim)/55°C(AmEF1a)
68°C
95°C
60°C
↗
95°C

2min
15sec
15sec
20sec
15sec
15sec
20min
15sec

The standard was created by a dilution series of 10-2 steps by adding 10µl of the undiluted
sample to 90µl MQ-water and so on.

3.6 Activity analysis
3.6.1 Recording
To analyse the activity of bees during day and night two combs were put in a single-frame
observation hive (Fig. 19). As nurse bees are active all the time only forager bees were
observed. This was ensured by marking forager bees with a dot of white colour while they
were sitting at a feeder. Free-flying bees were observed in late August and the beginning
of September during warm and sunny weather. Recordings took place according to the
training times and lasted between one and two hours. For each time point two movies
were recorded at different days. At night an infrared camera was used with two infrared
lamps for illumination. The observation hive was then moved into the container and left
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for some days until the bees got used to the constant light regime of LD 12:12. Again two
movies were recorded for each time point. The light regime was then shifted to DL 12:12
over some days as described above (3.2.2). Two movies for each time point were recorded
after an acclimation phase of some days. The movies were saved directly to a hard disk via
frame grabber card and the corresponding software.

Figure 19. a) Closed single-frame observation hive on the roof of M11. b) Opened observation hive. The
camera was placed in front of the frames with a range of vision of about half a frame (red frame). The camera
was placed on the other side of the hive in cases of direct sun.

3.6.2 Analysis
Of each movie, three to six one minute long sequences were chosen randomly and cut out
for analysis. With the tracking software three bees were then marked for tracking (Fig. 20).
Only bees which were visible during the complete sequence were used. For better tracking
contrast was enhanced and gamma correction and a low pass filter were applied. Tracking
was done automatically with visual control and manual correction. The tracking software
calculated for each frame a x- and a y-value. All values were exported to Excel and further
edited. For two succeeding frames a delta x2- and a delta y2-value was computed ((Frame 1
– Frame 2)2). The product of these two numbers was rooted (root(Δ x2+ Δ y2)) and summed
up for all frames. Due to the used camera objectives, the summed up distance had to be
corrected by a factor of 30 to get the actual distance in mm.

Figure 20. Screenshot of the tracking software. Arrows point to three marked bees. The movie was recorded at
CT21 with the infrared camera.
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4 Results
4.1 Activity analysis
The distance covered by forager bees in the hive within one minute at all time points was
measured and analyzed to ensure that especially the bees from the inverted light regime
show circadian behaviour.

4.1.1 Container bees with standard illumination (LD 12:12)
Figure 21 shows the mean distance (mm) covered by a bee within one minute. Each time
point shows the mean covered distance of eighteen bees. Bees covered a significantly
larger distance at CT3 than at CT9 (F value 9,3989254949 Pr(>F) 0,0031133211**). The
covered distance was also significantly larger at CT3 than at CT15 (F value 21,002829766
Pr(>F) 0,0000201841***) and at CT21 (F value 14,902937966 Pr(>F) 0,0002545943***).
There was no significant difference between CT9 and CT15 (F value 2,301646211 Pr(>F)
0,1338724427), between CT9 and CT21 (F value 0,6314934935 Pr(>F) 0,4295728455) and
between CT15 and CT21 (F value 0,5219370115 Pr(>F) 0,4724939374). A total of 72 bees
was measured.

Container bees with standard illumination
covered distanc (mm)

800
700
600
500

A
559

B
B

400
405

300

329

B
365
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100
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9

15

CT

21
n= 72

Figure 21. Mean covered distance (mm) within one minute between the different time points (n=18 each) for
container bees (n=72) under standard illumination (LD 12:12) (F value 8,1266 Pr(>F) 0,0001***): CT3 vs CT 9 (F
value 9,3989254949 Pr(>F) 0,0031133211**) CT3 vs CT15 (F value 21,002829766 Pr(>F) 0,0000201841***)
CT3 vs CT21 (F value 14,902937966 Pr(>F) 0,0002545943***) CT9 vs CT15 (F value 2,301646211 Pr(>F)
0,1338724427) CT9 vs CT21 (F value 0,6314934935 Pr(>F) 0,4295728455) CT15 vs CT21 (F value 0,5219370115
Pr(>F) 0,4724939374). Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly different.
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4.1.2 Container bees with inverted illumination (DL 12:12)
The mean distance (mm) covered by a bee within one minute under inverted illumination
is shown in Figure 22. Eighteen bees were measured for each time point with a total
number of 72 bees. The covered distance was largest at CT3 and significantly larger than at
CT15 (F value 10,868366986 Pr(>F) 0,001557276**) and at CT21 (F value 5,7951460639
Pr(>F) 0,018790217*). Bees also covered a significantly larger distance at CT9 than at CT15
(F value 9,5541241924 Pr(>F) 0,002890899**) and at CT21 (F value 4,8468882499 Pr(>F)
0,0310926024*). There was no significant difference between CT3 and CT9 (F value
0,0423314192 Pr(>F) 0,8376040406) and between CT15 and CT21 (F value 0,7910495788
Pr(>F) 0,3769186445).

covered distance (mm)

Container bees with inverted illumination
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n= 72

Figure 22. Mean covered distance between the different time points (n=18 each) for container bees (n=72)
with inverted illumination (DL 12:12) ( F value 5,3163 Pr(>F) 0,0024**): CT3 vs CT 9 (F value 0,0423314192
Pr(>F) 0,8376040406) CT3 vs CT15 (F value 10,868366986 Pr(>F) 0,001557276**) CT3 vs CT21 (F value
5,7951460639 Pr(>F) 0,018790217*) CT9 vs CT15 (F value 9,5541241924 Pr(>F) 0,002890899**) CT9 vs CT21
(F value 4,8468882499 Pr(>F) 0,0310926024*) CT15 vs CT21 (F value 0,7910495788 Pr(>F) 0,3769186445).
Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly different.

4.1.3 Free-flying bees
Figure 23 shows the mean distance (mm) covered by a free-flying bee in one minute. 18
bees at each time point lead to a total of 72 bees. The largest distance was covered at CT9
which is significantly larger than at CT3 (F value 7,810653 Pr(>F) 0,006744**). It is also
significantly larger than at CT15 (F value 40,30239 Pr(>F) 2,0722189e-8***) and at CT21 (F
value 59,5272 Pr(>F) 7,20298e-11***). The covered distances at CT15 and CT21 were
significantly smaller than at CT3 (F value 12,62851 Pr(>F) 0,000696***; F value 24,21263
Pr(>F) 5,7664177e-6***). There is no significant difference between the covered distances
at CT15 and CT21 (F value 1,8686114 Pr(>F) 0,176137)
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Figure 23. Mean covered distance between the different time points (n=18 each) for free-flying bees (n=72) ( F
value 24,3917 Pr(>F) 0,0001***): CT3 vs CT 9 (F value 7,810653 Pr(>F) 0,006744**) CT3 vs CT15 (F value
12,62851 Pr(>F) 0,000696***) CT3 vs CT21 (F value 24,21263 Pr(>F) 5,7664177e-6***) CT9 vs CT15 (F value
40,30239 Pr(>F) 2,0722189e-8***) CT9 vs CT21 (F value 59,5272 Pr(>F) 7,20298e-11***) CT15 vs CT21 (F
value 1,8686114 Pr(>F) 0,176137). Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly different.

4.2 mRNA quantification
As an additional control, the mRNA of several known circadian proteins was quantified.

4.2.1 Container bees with standard illumination (LD 12:12)
For each analysed time point nine bees were prepared with three bees taken together
which resulted in n=3 for each time point and a total of 36 bees. mRNA levels of AmPer as
well as AmTim were normalised to EF1 which is constant as a household protein. Neither
AmPer nor AmTim showed a significant difference between the time points (Fig. 24).
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Figure 24. Comparison of relative mRNA level between the different time points (n=3 each) for container bees:
solid bars AmPer, patterned bars AmTim. AmPer: CT3 vs CT 9 (F value 0,4179 Pr(>F) 0,53609) CT3 vs CT15 (F
value 0,48471 Pr(>F) 0,50602) CT3 vs CT21 (F value 0,00131 Pr(>F) 0,97199) CT9 vs CT15 (F value 1,8027
Pr(>F) 0,21623) CT9 vs CT21 (F value 0,4661 Pr(>F) 0,5141) CT15 vs CT21 (F value 0,43558 Pr(>F) 0,52781).
AmTim: CT3 vs CT 9 (F value 0,00844 Pr(>F) 0,92906) CT3 vs CT15 (F value 0,2902 Pr(>F) 0,60478) CT3 vs CT21
(F value 0,13901 Pr(>F) 0,71896) CT9 vs CT15 (F value 0,39757 Pr(>F) 0,54594) CT9 vs CT21 (F value 0,0789
Pr(>F) 0,785868) CT15 vs CT21 (F value 0,830816 Pr(>F) 0,38868). Time points not connected by the same
letter are significantly different.
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4.2.2 Container bees with inverted illumination (DL 12:12)
Again three bees were pooled and three pooled values were used for one time point (Fig.
25). AmPer and AmTim were normalised to EF1. The relative level of AmPer at CT21 was
significantly higher than at CT3 (F value 6,1326710587 Pr(>F) 0,0383247586*). There was
no significant difference between CT3 and CT9 (F value 4,5955180336 Pr(>F)
0,0644026019) and between CT3 and CT15 (F value 4,1882448952 Pr(>F) 0,0749118051).
No significance could be seen between CT9 and CT15 (F value 0,0094470136 Pr(>F)
0,9249618908) and between CT9 and CT21 (F value 0,1839640034 Pr(>F) 0,6793045035).
There was also no significance between CT15 and CT21 (F value 0,0507940271 Pr(>F)
0,8273380185). For AmTim no significance between the time points could be seen.
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Figure 25. Comparison of relative mRNA level between the different time points (n=3 each) for container bees
with inverted illumination: solid bars AmPer, patterned bars AmTim. AmPer: CT3 vs CT 9 (F value
4,5955180336 Pr(>F) 0,0644026019) CT3 vs CT15 (F value 4,1882448952 Pr(>F) 0,0749118051) CT3 vs CT21 (F
value 6,1326710587 Pr(>F) 0,0383247586*) CT9 vs CT15 (F value 0,0094470136 Pr(>F) 0,9249618908) CT9 vs
CT21 (F value 0,1106940121 Pr(>F) 0,7479062187) CT15 vs CT21 (F value 0,1848164565 Pr(>F) 0,67861165).
AmTim: CT3 vs CT 9 (F value 2,8443648899 Pr(>F) 0,130179143) CT3 vs CT15 (F value 3,5723247189 Pr(>F)
0,0954171839) CT3 vs CT21 (F value 4,4750641867 Pr(>F) 0,0673017) CT9 vs CT15 (F value 0,0414264752
Pr(>F) 0,8437988095) CT9 vs CT21 (F value 0,1839640034 Pr(>F) 0,6793045035) CT15 vs CT21 (F value
0,0507940271 Pr(>F) 0,8273380185). Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly different.

4.2.3 Free-flying bees
Figure 26 shows the relative mRNA levels of AmPer and AmTim normalised to EF1. Each
time point shows the mean of nine bees of which three were pooled. There was a
significant lower level of AmPer at CT21 than at CT3 (F value 13,487849641 Pr(>F)
0,0062860375**), than at CT9 (F value 7,8897253099 Pr(>F) 0,022883028*) and than at
CT15 (F value 6,3052010903 Pr(>F) 0,0363134139*). No significance could be seen
between CT3 and CT9 (F value 0,7460041247 Pr(>F) 0,4128893806), between CT3 and
CT15 (F value 1,3492328768 Pr(>F) 0,2788940374) and between CT9 and CT15 (F value
0,0887143465 Pr(>F) 0,7734065572). For AmTim there were no significant differences
between the time points.
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Figure 26. Comparison of relative mRNA level between the different time points (n=3 each) for free-flying bees:
solid bars AmPer, patterned bars AmTim. AmPer: CT3 vs CT 9 (F value 0,7460041247 Pr(>F) 0,4128893806) CT3
vs CT15 (F value 1,3492328768 Pr(>F) 0,2788940374) CT3 vs CT21 (F value 13,487849641 Pr(>F)
0,0062860375**) CT9 vs CT15 (F value 0,0887143465 Pr(>F) 0,7734065572) CT9 vs CT21 (F value
7,8897253099 Pr(>F) 0,022883028*) CT15 vs CT21 (F value 6,3052010903 Pr(>F) 0,0363134139*). AmTim:
CT3 vs CT 9 (F value 0,0264102678 Pr(>F) 0,8749322757) CT3 vs CT15 (F value 0,0574995814 Pr(>F)
0,8165222968) CT3 vs CT21 (F value 3,0336035717 Pr(>F) 0,1197301636) CT9 vs CT15 (F value 0,005971942
Pr(>F) 0,9402999232) CT9 vs CT21 (F value 2,4939103762 Pr(>F) 0,1529411982) CT15 vs CT21 (F value
2,2558045586 Pr(>F) 0,1715136646). Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly different.

4.3 Calcium imaging
Bees were imaged at the different time points to see if there might be a difference in
overall activity of the antennal lobes in reaction to a given odour. For this a sequence of
the two used odours, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol, a reference odour, 2-nonanol, mineral oil
and air was repeated twice for each bee in case of successful preparation and response to
a trial odour. The low number of suitable animals prevented further analysis of the data.
Figure 27 shows an example of the activity pattern during an odour pulse of 1-hexanol of
the left antennal lobe for two time points.
a)

2,1

b)
F/F (%)

0
-0,42
Figure 27. a) Left antennal lobe measured at CT9 b) Left antennal lobe measured at CT21 a) and b) 1-hexanol
was used as odour pulse
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4.4 Differential conditioning
Possible differences in learning performance were investigated by differential
conditioning.

4.4.1 Container bees
4.4.1.1 Learning curves
The mean response of the trained bees to the CS+ and CS- can be plotted as a learning
curve (Fig. 28). Shown are two examples with either 1-hexanol as CS+ (Fig. 28a) or 2octanol (Fig. 28b). In both cases bees are trained in light. At the first trial the response is at
random (Fig. 28a: CS+ 0,3, CS- 0,49; b: CS+ 0,08, CS- 0,31). With each trial the response to
the CS+ increases and reaches its maximum (Fig. 28a: CS+ 1; b: CS+ 0,81) with the fourth
trial. The response to the CS- decreases steadily after the third trial to the minimum (Fig.
28a: CS- 0,27; b: CS- 0,23). The divergence between the two curves shows the successful
discrimination of CS+ and CS. For comparison the average learning curve of all used bees is
shown in Figure 29. The remaining learning curves are added to the supplementary.
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Figure 28. a) Learning curve of bees at CT3 with 1-hexanol as the CS+ and testing after 24 hours. b) Learning
curve of bees at CT3 with 2-octanol as the CS+ and testing after 30 minutes. a) and b) Bees were trained and
tested in light.
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Figure 29. Learning curve of all used container bees (n=914) regardless of odour, training time, testing time or
illumination.
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4.4.1.2 Odour discrimination after training
To test memory retrieval the bees are tested either after 30 minutes for short-term
memory or after 24 hours for long-term memory by presenting the two CS without the US.
Examples are shown in Figure 30 for the same bees as in Figure 28 (all other data see
supplementary). In both cases the bees learned the association of the CS+ to the US which
can be seen in the significant higher response to the CS+ (Fig. 23a: (F value 4,9273743017
Pr(>F) 0,0328211588*; b: (F value 55,545454545 Pr(>F) 1,6875874e-9***).
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Figure 30. a) Test results of bees at CT3 with 1-hexanol as the CS+ and testing after 24 hours (F value
4,9273743017 Pr(>F) 0,0328211588*). b) Test results of bees at CT3 with 2-octanol as the CS+ and testing after
30min (F value 55,545454545 Pr(>F) 1,6875874e-9***). a) and b) Bees were trained and tested in light.

As a reference value for the following test results the overall performance (learning ratio)
of the container bees is shown in Figure 31. The average response to the CS+ is 0,784 the
average response to the CS- is 0,29 which leads to a difference of 0,494 between CS+ and
CS- (Fig. 31b).
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Figure 31. a) Learning performance of all used container bees (n=914) regardless of odour, training time,
testing time or illumination b) Learning index of all container bees.
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4.4.1.3 Learning indices
The test results of Figure 32 (1-hexanol as CS+, training at CT3, testing after 24h and
training and testing in light) are taken as an example for the composition of the PER based
on the classification described in Table 1. As can be seen in Figures 32 and 33 this is a very
rare event. When the difference between CS+ and CS- is compared calculated by the two
learning indices and applied for the combination of odour, training time, testing time and
illumination where case n2 occurred most there is no significant difference (Fig. 34).
Learning success is defined by the learning ratio i.e. the higher the learning ratio the better
the bee has learned. This allows the direct comparison of learning success.
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Figure 32. a) Test results of bees at CT3 with 1-hexanol as the CS+ and testing after 24 hours (F value
4,9273743017 Pr(>F) 0,0328211588*). b) Composition of the PER of a). Dark orange: PER resulting from bees
responding to CS+ and CS-; bright orange: PER resulting from bees responding only to CS+; yellow: PER
resulting from bees responding only to CS-.
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Figure 33. Composition of the PER of all container bees at each time point (CT3, CT9, CT15, CT21). Legend: see
Figure 25 b)
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Figure 34. Differences between CS+ and CS- when the two learning indexes are applied for the combination of
odour, training time, testing time and illumination where case n2 occurred most.

4.4.1.4 Comparison between bee trainers
Over the course of time bees were trained by different people. To see if this has an
influence on the learning performance of the bees the calculated differences between CS+
and CS- were sorted by trainer and compared. As can be seen in Figure 35 there is a
significant difference between David Gustav (DG) and Marina Lehmann (ML) (F value
15,819943708 Pr(>F) 0,0000751958***) as well as between DG and Wilhelm Schönherr
(WS) (F value 5,0949416281 Pr(>F) 0,0242321132*). The reasons for these variations will
be discussed at length later. Suffice to say that there seems to be no severe impact on the
results and that this effect will not be considered further in data analysis.
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Figure 35. Learning indices sorted by bee trainers for container bees (DG n=353, DS n=32, ML n=299, WS
n=230). DG vs DS (F value 1,9003278306 Pr(>F) 0,1683804194) DG vs ML (F value 15,819943708 Pr(>F)
0,0000751958***) DG vs WS (F value 5,0949416281 Pr(>F) 0,0242321132*) DS vs ML (F value 0,097622056
Pr(>F) 0,7547737211) DS vs WS (F value 0,1122907013 Pr(>F) 0,7376283547) ML vs WS (F value 1,913971716
Pr(>F) 0,1668620226). Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly different.
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4.4.1.5 Comparison between odours
Bees were trained with 1-hexanol as CS+ and with 2-octanol as the CS-. In case of a natural
preference of the bees for one odour or the other one, half of the bees was trained with 2octanol as the CS+ and 1-hexanol as CS-. There was no temporal segmentation of the
training with the different odours. As can be seen in Figure 36 the learning performance of
the bees is better with 2-octanol as CS+ than with 1-hexanol as the CS+. There is no
significant difference at each time point (CT3: F value 0,0033534847 Pr(>F) 0,9538632549;
CT9: (F value 1,6084691768 Pr(>F) 0,2060062793); CT15: (F value 0,288625154 Pr(>F)
0,5916912959); CT21: (F value 0,5331052844 Pr(>F) 0,4661459959). If the difference
between 1-hexanol and 2-octanol as the CS+ is compared for all training times there is no
significant disparity, too (Fig. 37) If all training combinations with 1-hexanol as the
rewarded odour are plotted against their counterparts with 2-octanol as the rewarded
odour (Fig. 38), no distinct separation of training times into one direction can be seen with
the exception of CT9 and CT21 with a tendency towards 2-octanol. As this odour-related
effect occurs at each training time and does not change i.e. bees always learn better when
2-octanol is used as CS+ it does not affect the differences between the training times. For
later comparisons the data will be pooled.
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Figure 36. a) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=149) and 2-octanol (n=126) at CT3 (F value 0,0033534847 Pr(>F)
0,9538632549) b) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=129) and 2-octanol (n=100) at CT9 (F value 1,6084691768
Pr(>F) 0,2060062793) c) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=109) and 2-octanol (n=96) at CT15 (F value
0,288625154 Pr(>F) 0,5916912959) d) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=118) and 2-octanol (n=87) at CT21 (F
value 0,5331052844 Pr(>F) 0,4661459959)
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Figure 37. Difference between 1-hexanol (n=496) and 2-octanol (n=418) for all container bees (F value
1,3519611729 Pr(>F) 0,2452397094)
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Figure 38. Graphic description of training combinations (training time, testing time, illumination) sorted by
odours (yellow: CT3; red: CT9; green: CT15; blue: CT21)
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4.4.1.6 Comparison between testing times
Bees were tested either 30 minutes or 24 hours after training. As can be seen in Figure 32
bees learned better when tested after 30 minutes than after 24 hours. This effect was only
significant at one time point here CT3 (Fig. 39a) (F value 31,904614974 Pr(>F) 4,0628454e8***). There is no significant difference at CT9 (Fig. 39b) (F value 1,2108985936 Pr(>F)
0,2723197746), CT15 (Fig.39c) (F value 0,0294830571 Pr(>F) 0,8638394701) and CT21
(Fig. 39d) (F value 2,6449213291 Pr(>F) 0,1054326158). If all training times are taken
together the difference between the two testing times is significant (Fig. 40) (F value
17,993625136 Pr(>F) 0,0000244268***). This effect is also visible when all training
combinations with the testing time after 30 minutes are plotted against those with testing
time after 24 hours (Fig. 41). The graphic displays also the stronger difference between the
two testing times for CT3. Since the effect is consistent at all training times the data will be
pooled.
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Figure 39. a) Difference between testing after 30 minutes (n=154) and testing after 24 hours (n=121) at CT3 (F
value 31,904614974 Pr(>F) 4,0628454e-8***) b) Difference between testing after 30 minutes (n=114) and
testing after 24 hours (n=115) at CT9 (F value 1,2108985936 Pr(>F) 0,2723197746) c) Difference between
testing after 30 minutes (n=115) and testing after 24 hours (n=90) at CT15 (F value 0,0294830571 Pr(>F)
0,8638394701) d) Difference between testing after 30 minutes (n=100) and testing after 24 hours (n=105) at
CT21 (F value 2,6449213291 Pr(>F) 0,1054326158)
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Figure 40. Difference of learning indices between testing after 30 minutes (n=485) and testing after 24 hours
(n=429) for all container bees (F value 17,993625136 Pr(>F) 0,0000244268***)
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Figure 41. Graphic description of training combinations (odour, training time, illumination) sorted by testing
time (yellow: CT3; red: CT9; green: CT15; blue: CT21)
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4.4.1.7 Comparison between training in light or darkness
Another variable factor for training the bees was illumination during training and testing.
Bees were either trained and tested in light or in darkness. At three training times this was
significant, at CT9 (Fig. 42b) (F value 8,3076959252 Pr(>F) 0,0043266196**) at CT15 (Fig.
42c) (F value 4,1390587917 Pr(>F) 0,0432049629*) and at CT21 (Fig. 42d) (F value
11,890433336 Pr(>F) 0,0006859493***). This was not the case at CT3 (Fig. 42a).
Comparing the whole number of the bees also shows a significant difference between
training in light and darkness (Fig. 43) (F value 25,491342846 Pr(>F) 5,3652595e-7***).
Plotting the training combinations with training in darkness against training combinations
in lights shows the shift towards training in darkness especially for CT9 and CT21 (Fig. 44).
Data will be pooled as the effect is consistent.
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Figure 42. a) Difference between testing in darkness (n=114) and testing in light (n=161) at CT3 (F value
3,6377928746 Pr(>F) 0,0575311639) b) Difference between testing in darkness (n=100) and testing in light
(n=129) at CT9 (F value 8,3076959252 Pr(>F) 0,0043266196**) c) Difference between testing in darkness
(n=88) and testing in light (n=117) at CT15 (F value 4,1390587917 Pr(>F) 0,0432049629*) d) Difference
between testing in darkness (n=92) and testing in light (n=113) at CT21 (F value 11,890433336 Pr(>F)
0,0006859493***)
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Figure 43. Difference between testing in darkness (n=397) and testing in light (n=517) for all container bees (F
value 25,491342846 Pr(>F) 5,3652595e-7***)
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Figure 44. Graphic description of training combinations (odour, training time, testing time) sorted by
illumination (yellow: CT3; red: CT9; green: CT15; blue: CT21)
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4.4.1.8 Comparison between time points
Pooling the data of all 912 bees for each training time shows a significant difference
between CS+ and CS- at all times (CT3: Fig. 45a) F value 243,66085473 Pr(>F) 9,821186e40***; CT9: Fig. 45b) F value 191,21506024 Pr(>F) 6,385244e-32***; CT15: Fig. 45c) F
value 153,56877323 Pr(>F) 1,166711e-26***; CT21: Fig. 45d) F value 222,73469388 Pr(>F)
1,556086e-34***). The overall performance was already shown in Figure 31. If the learning
ratios between the four training times are compared (Fig. 46) there is no significant
difference between the training times.
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Figure 45. a) Difference between CS+ and CS- at CT3 (F value 243,66085473 Pr(>F) 9,821186e-40***) b)
Difference between CS+ and CS- at CT9 (F value 191,21506024 Pr(>F) 6,385244e-32***)
c)
Difference
between CS+ and CS- at CT15 (F value 153,56877323 Pr(>F) 1,166711e-26***) d) Difference between CS+ and
CS- at CT21 (F value 222,73469388 Pr(>F) 1,556086e-34***)
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Figure 46. Difference between the different training times (CT 3 n=275, CT9 n=229, CT15 n=205, CT21 n=205)
for all container bees ( F 0,8131 Pr(>F) 0,4867) CT3 vs CT 9 (F value 0,3376335252 Pr(>F) 0,5613422721) CT3
vs CT15 (F value 1,097425382 Pr(>F) 0,2951099755) CT3 vs CT21 (F value 0,2540587742 Pr(>F) 0,614353565)
CT9 vs CT15 (F value 0,215954815 Pr(>F) 0,6422507507) CT9 vs CT21 (F value 1,0493026368 Pr(>F)
0,305939971) CT15 vs CT21 (F value 2,1011209606 Pr(>F) 0,1475357213).

4.4.2 Free-flying bees
4.4.2.1 Learning curves
Here two examples of learning curves are displayed with 1-hexanol as CS+ at CT3 (Fig. 47a)
and at CT15 (Fig. 47b). The remaining data are shown in the supplementary. Both times
the bees are trained in darkness. At the first trial the response to the CS+ is very low (see
also Fig. 28) as the bee has no association to the odour yet and responds by chance (Fig.
40a: CS+ 0,095; b: CS+ 0,097). When the CS- is given afterwards the bee responds more
likely due to generalisation. If the sequence is inverted, the CS- will elicit a response only
by chance. The following CS+ has the same probability of eliciting a response as no US has
yet been given and generalisation cannot occur. Therefore CS- is higher at the first trial
(Fig. 47a: 0,381; b: 0,29). With each trial the response to the CS+ increases and reaches its
maximum (Fig. 47a: CS+ 0,91; b: CS+ 0,839) with the last (Fig. 47a) respectively the fifth
(Fig. 47b) trial. The response to the CS- decreases quite continuously (Fig. 47a) or after the
third trial (Fig. 47b) to the minimum (Fig. 47a: CS- 0; b: CS- 0,097). At CT3 the curve of CS+
takes longer to reach the maximum whereas at CT15 the maximum is reached earlier but
stays at a lower level. The curve of CS- at CT3 decreases not linearly but with some
variation while it rises slightly first at CT15 but then decreases uniformly. Similar results
can be found in all datasets (see supplementary).
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Figure 47. a) Learning curve of free-flying bees at CT3 with 1-hexanol as the CS+ and testing after 24 hours. b)
Learning curve of free-flying bees at CT15 with 1-hexanol as the CS+ and testing after 24 hours. a) and b) Bees
were trained and tested in darkness.

4.4.2.2 Odour discrimination after training
The two training combinations described above are shown again here as examples for
memory retrieval (Fig. 48). Both times the bees were tested 24 hours after training. Testing
took accordingly to training place in darkness. 1-hexanol was used as CS+. Bees were either
trained at CT3 (Fig. 48a) or CT15 (Fig. 48b). In each of the cases the response to CS+ was
significantly higher than for CS- (Fig. 48a: F value 50 Pr(>F) 7,4265495e-7*** b: (F value
8,2734581642 Pr(>F) 0,0071431291**). Although the difference between CS+ and CS- was
significant in both cases, the extent of it varies. This reflects somehow the learning curves
shown before where in the second case the divergence between the curve of CS+ and CSwas not as pronounced as in the first case.
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Figure 48. a) Test results of bees at CT3 with 1-hexanol as the CS+ and testing after 24 hours (F value 50 Pr(>F)
7,4265495e-7***). b) Test results of bees at CT15 with 1-hexanol as the CS+ and testing after 24 hours (F value
8,2734581642 Pr(>F) 0,0071431291**). a) and b) Bees were trained and tested in darkness.

Again as a reference value for the following test results the learning ratio of the free-flying
bees is shown in Figure 49. The average response to the CS+ is 0,691 the average response
to the CS- is 0,257 (Fig. 49a) which leads to a difference of 0,434 between CS+ and CS- (Fig.
49b).
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Figure 49. a) Learning performance of all used free-flying bees regardless of odour, training time, testing time
or illumination b) Learning index of all free-flying bees.

4.4.2.3 Comparison between bee trainers
The free-flying bees were mainly trained by David Gustav (DG) and Marina Lehmann (ML).
Few bees were also trained by Isabel Seier (IS) and Lisa Rath (LR). The comparison of the
learning ratios sorted by trainers shows no significant difference between DG and ML as
well as between DG and IS and between ML and IS (Fig. 50). The significant difference
between LR and DG (F value 4,9271931484 Pr(>F) 0,0267379635*) and between LR and ML
(F value 4,4563848732 Pr(>F) 0,0351040242*) results from the low number of trained
bees. Apart from that all the possible training combinations were distributed evenly
among the trainers. Therefore the “trainer factor” was not further considered.
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Figure 50. Learning indices sorted by bee trainers for free-flying bees. (DG n=404, IS n=4, LR n=7, ML n=333).
DG vs IS (F value 0,0565817899 Pr(>F) 0,8120479816) DG vs LR (F value 4,9271931484 Pr(>F) 0,0267379635*)
DG vs ML (F value 0,2918337488 Pr(>F) 0,5892094756) IS vs LR (F value 2,3740155335 Pr(>F) 0,1237945387) IS
vs ML (F value 0,1005609682 Pr(>F) 0,7512464513) LR vs ML (F value 4,4563848732 Pr(>F) 0,0351040242*).
Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly different.
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4.4.2.4 Comparison between odours
As can be seen in Figure 51 there is no clear preference of the free-flying bees for one
odour when used as CS+. There is almost no difference at CT3 (F value 0,3678480298
Pr(>F) 0,5449655947) and CT15 (F value 0,0264763874 Pr(>F) 0,8709082577). Training
performance is higher with 2-octanol as CS+ at CT9 (F value 3,03253285 Pr(>F)
0,0833381701) and CT21 (F value 0,9799164844 Pr(>F) 0,323485042) but still not
significantly. If the difference between 1-hexanol and 2-octanol as the CS+ is compared for
all training times there is no significant difference (Fig. 52). This can also be seen when all
training combinations with 1-hexanol as the CS+ are plotted against their counterparts
with 2-octanol as the CS+ (Fig. 53). Hence data will not be separated into odours.
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Figure 51. a) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=91) and 2-octanol (n=86) at CT3 (F value 0,3678480298 Pr(>F)
0,5449655947) b) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=86) and 2-octanol (n=94) at CT9 (F value 3,03253285
Pr(>F) 0,0833381701) c) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=99) and 2-octanol (n=103) at CT15 (F value
0,0264763874 Pr(>F) 0,8709082577) d) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=94) and 2-octanol (n=90) at CT21 (F
value 0,9799164844 Pr(>F) 0,323485042)
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Figure 52. Difference between 1-hexanol (n=370) and 2-octanol (n=378) for all free-flying bees ( F value
0,8274122282 Pr(>F) 0,3633156661)
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Figure 53. Graphic description of training combinations (training time, testing time, illumination) sorted by
odours (yellow: CT3; red: CT9; green: CT15; blue: CT21)
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4.4.2.5 Comparison between testing times
Comparison of bees that were tested after 30 minutes with bees that were tested after 24
hours shows no significant difference in learning ratios (Fig. 54). The same can be seen for
all free-flying bees (Fig. 55). Nevertheless there is a tendency for bees learning better
when tested 30 minutes after training (Fig. 54, 55). This can be seen especially when all
training combinations with the testing time after 30 minutes are plotted against those with
testing time after 24 hours (Fig. 56). As this phenomenon is not significant and occurs at
each training time the data will also be pooled.
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Figure 54. a) Difference between testing after 30 minutes (n=93) and testing after 24 hours (n=84) at CT3 (F
value 2,0919250473 Pr(>F) 0,1498680449) b) Difference between testing after 30 minutes (n=85) and testing
after 24 hours (n=95) at CT9 (F 2,0524825418 Pr(>F) 0,1537121139) c) Difference between testing after 30
minutes (n=100) and testing after 24 hours (n=100) at CT15 (F value 1,6921291412 Pr(>F) 0,1948323917) d)
Difference between testing after 30 minutes (n=88) and testing after 24 hours (n=103) at CT21 (F value
6,5229006559 Pr(>F) 0,0114379777*)
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Figure 55. Difference of learning indices between testing after 30 minutes (n=370) and testing after 24 hours
(n=378) for all free-flying bees ( F value 12,024814808 Pr(>F) 0,0005550624***)
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Figure 56. Graphic description of training combinations (odour, training time, illumination) sorted by testing
time (yellow: CT3; red: CT9; green: CT15; blue: CT21)
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4.4.2.6 Comparison between training in light or darkness
When bees were compared concerning the illumination they were trained (Fig. 57) the
learning ratio was significant different at CT3 (Fig. 57c) (F value 7,041182699 Pr(>F)
0,0086990727**) and CT9 where bees learn better when trained in light (F value
7,2172771441 Pr(>F) 0,0079043477**). There is no difference at CT15 (F value
0,6085483871 Pr(>F) 0,4362664259) and at CT21 (F value 0,0962774937 Pr(>F)
0,7566852516) When all bees are taken together there is no significant difference
between the learning ratios (Fig. 58) ( F value 3,7612199876 Pr(>F) 0,0528309814) which
is also reflected in Figure 59. Data from bees trained under different illumination will be
pooled.
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Figure 57. a) Difference between testing in darkness (n=84) and testing in light (n=93) at CT3 (F value
7,041182699 Pr(>F) 0,0086990727**) b) Difference between testing in darkness (n=91) and testing in light
(n=89) at CT9 (F value 7,2172771441 Pr(>F) 0,0079043477**) c) Difference between testing in darkness
(n=109) and testing in light (n=93) at CT15 (F value 0,6085483871 Pr(>F) 0,4362664259) d) Difference
between testing in darkness (n=93) and testing in light (n=91) at CT21 (F value 0,0962774937 Pr(>F)
0,7566852516)
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Figure 58. Difference between training in darkness (n=377) and training in light (n=371) for all free-flying bees (
F value 3,7612199876 Pr(>F) 0,0528309814)
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Figure 59. Graphic description of training combinations (odour, training time, testing time) sorted by
illumination (yellow: CT3; red: CT9; green: CT15; blue: CT21)
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4.4.2.7 Comparison between time points
When all bees are taken together for each training time there is always a significant
difference between CS+ and CS- (CT3: Fig. 60a) F value 204,62348754 Pr(>F) 2,708733e31***) ; CT9: Fig. 60b) F value 115,90421456 Pr(>F) 3,697991e-21***; CT15: Fig. 60c) F
value 107,20352745 Pr(>F) 2,179093e-20***; CT21: Fig. 60d) F value 100,82304527 Pr(>F)
2,658991e-19***). Pooling the data of all 748 bees for each training time shows a
significant difference between CS+ and CS- at all times (Fig. 49). If the learning ratios
between the four training times are compared (Fig. 61) the learning ratio at CT3 is highest
and significantly different from CT9 (F value 5,3781047756 Pr(>F) 0,0206610169*), CT15 (F
value 14,882669178 Pr(>F) 0,0001243274***) and CT21 (F value 12,968687336 Pr(>F)
0,0003377806***). The learning ratio at CT15 is lower than at CT9 (F value 2,2069913417
Pr(>F) 0,1378099689) and at CT21 (F value 0,048986615 Pr(>F) 0,824896845) but both
times not significant. There is also no significant difference between CT9 and CT21 (F value
1,5718415939 Pr(>F) 0,2103335737).
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Figure 60. a) Difference between CS+ and CS- at CT3 (F value 204,62348754 Pr(>F) 2,708733e-31***) b)
Difference between CS+ and CS- at CT9 (F value 115,90421456 Pr(>F) 3,697991e-21***)
c)
Difference
between CS+ and CS- at CT15 (F value 107,20352745 Pr(>F) 2,179093e-20***) d) Difference between CS+ and
CS- at CT21 (F value 100,82304527 Pr(>F) 2,658991e-19***)
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Figure 61. Difference between the different training times (CT 3 n=177, CT9 n=180, CT15 n=200, CT21 n=191)
for all free-flying bees ( F value 6,0214 Pr(>F) <0,0001***): CT3 vs CT 9 (F value 5,3781047756 Pr(>F)
0,0206610169*) CT3 vs CT15 (F value 14,882669178 Pr(>F) 0,0001243274***) CT3 vs CT21 (F value
12,968687336 Pr(>F) 0,0003377806***) CT9 vs CT15 (F value 2,2069913417 Pr(>F) 0,1378099689) CT9 vs
CT21 (F value 1,5718415939 Pr(>F) 0,2103335737) CT15 vs CT21 (F value 0,048986615 Pr(>F) 0,824896845).
Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly different.
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5 Discussion
The main question in this work centres on the influence of circadian rhythmicity on
olfactory learning in the honeybee, firstly if there is an influence at all, secondly how
olfactory learning is influenced.
As the experiments were conducted under various circumstances I will discuss the
different variable factors separately. Nevertheless while discussing one variable I will
compare container bees and free-flying bees directly.

5.1 Activity analysis
Within a hive, circadian rhythmicity is suppressed until the bees become foragers (Moore,
2001; Shemesh et al., 2007). Therefore only foragers were analysed. For the activity
analysis, the bees were marked at a feeder outside the hive wherefrom also the bees for
differential conditioning were collected (see Methods). Foragers show circadian
rhythmicity in the hive which can be measured by resting during the night and activity
during daytime (Eban-Rothschild and Bloch, 2008). Data from the activity analysis shows
that in general the bees which were marked and measured were more active during day
than at night (Fig. 61). This is also true for bees kept in a container with a LD 12:12 light
regime (Fig. 59). The significant higher activity during subjective day than at subjective
night for container bees with inverted illumination proves that the bees did adapt to the
new light regime. The even stronger immobility of free-flying bees at night could be due to
the lower temperatures outside than within the container. Lower temperatures during the
subjective day (actual night) of the bees with inverted illumination could also be the
reason for the lesser activity.
The data concur with previous findings from (Kaiser, 1988; Frisch and Koeniger, 1994;
Moore, 2001; Sauer et al., 2003; Eban-Rothschild and Bloch, 2008; Klein et al., 2008).
Hence, the collection of bees from the feeder provides mainly forager bees and circadiandependent activity is maintained under controlled light conditions even if they are
inverted. It cannot be excluded that a long-lasting stay in the container may impact
circadian rhythmicity although no negative results have yet been reported (Renner, 1955;
Bennett and Renner, 1963).

5.2 mRNA quantification
Another possibility to confirm the successful adaptation of the container bees to the
inverted light regime is the measurement of the mRNA level of the clock genes. These
cycle with a circadian rhythm in phase or in anti-phase (Toma et al., 2000; Rubin et al.,
2006; Shemesh et al., 2007) with a high level of AmPer at night and low levels during day.
The same is true for AmTim although with a lower amplitude. These two clock genes were
compared with EF1 which is a housekeeping gene and has constant levels of expression.
Results for container bees showed no significant difference between the four time points
for either AmPer or AmTim although the mRNA levels were higher at night than at day (Fig.
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24). When differences between the time points were compared for container bees with
inverted illumination, there was a significant higher level of AmPer at CT21 than at CT3
(Fig. 25). No significant differences could be seen for AmTim. The results for the free-flying
bees show an inverted situation (Fig. 26). AmPer is significantly higher during day than at
late night. AmTim follows the same trend although not significantly.
The fact that the results of the mRNA quantification are not as distinct as in literature in
the case of the container bees depends most likely on the high variability between the
single bees, which can also be seen in previous data. Another factor that may have an
impact is the time span of two hours wherein the bees were collected for one time point.
This could even out the average mRNA levels especially when the mRNA level is rising or
falling rapidly. The low number of animals and different time points could also lead to a
strong dispersion. As the amounts of mRNA from single bee brains was often not high
enough for quantification three bees’ heads were combined which might also increase
background noise.
As there are no previous data on mRNA levels of clock genes in free-flying bees it cannot
be said if the results differ because of methodical errors or because of the difference in
light conditions. For clarification, the experiments would have to be redone with an added
clock gene which oscillates anti-cyclic, more bees per time point and shorter intervals
between time points.

5.3 Calcium imaging
Possible changes in spontaneous activity and overall activity in the antennal lobe in
reaction to an odour pulse could have given information about the level of circadian
influence on memory. For statistical analysis a larger number of animals has to be
measured under standardised conditions and at the predefined times to compensate beespecific variation. These conditions could not be met within the given time.

5.4 Differential conditioning
5.4.1 Comparison between bee trainers
Container bees as well as free-flying bees were trained by a whole of four different trainers
each. Naturally this leads to a variation in the learning performance of the bees as each
trainer has an individual training technique although the training protocol is strictly
standardised in terms of trial composition and training paradigm. Therefore the learning
performance of container bees and free-flying bees was analysed with special attention to
the trainer.
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Figure 62. a) Learning indices sorted by bee trainers for container bees (DG n=353, DS n=32, ML n=299, WS
n=230). Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly different. b) Learning indices sorted by
bee trainers for free-flying bees. (DG n=404, IS n=4, LR n=7, ML n=333). Time points not connected by the same
letter are significantly different.

Since ML started training of the container bees with a certain learning phase which
included refining the training setup performance in the beginning was low. When DG and
WS joined training later on these start-up problems had been solved. There was also an
unequal distribution of training combinations and number of trained bees e.g. DG (n=353)
trained much more bees than WS (n=230) which can explain the difference between DG
and WS (Fig. 62a). Although some factors may accumulate slightly for one trainer (e.g. WS
trained more bees with 2-octanol as CS+ than with 1-hexanol) no combination of factors
was trained only or mainly by one trainer. All in all no trainer trained only at one training
time or only one odour as CS+ or only in light or darkness or only one testing time with the
exception of DS who only trained 32 bees. An additional factor may be time of the training
over the year. Experiments began in early February. Bees that were caught at that time
belong to the longer living bees that are born at the beginning of winter whose main task
is hive maintenance. As foraging is neither possible nor necessary bees might not learn as
well as foragers during summer.
Free-flying bees were trained after container bees. There is no difference between the two
main trainers DG and ML. The difference between DG and IS and LR as well as the
difference between ML and IS and LR can be explained with the low number of bees that
were trained by IS and LR (Fig. 62b). Additionally, both trained bees only at very few time
points and at one illumination. All trainers were training the free-flying bees during the
same time between the beginning of June and the end of August. Training experience was
the same and there should have been no winter bees.
If all container bees are compared with all free-flying bees one can see that independently
of the trainers the learning performances of the free-flying bees were slightly lower (see
also Fig. 31b, 49b). All in all the differences between the trainers for container bees and
free-flying bees should not influence the results and are therefore left aside for the
following considerations.
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5.4.2 Comparison between odours
Differential conditioning was conducted with 1-hexanol and 2-octanol. As there might be a
natural preference for one odour which could change over time of the day bees were
trained with either 1-hexanol as the CS+ or with 2-octanol. It is well known that bees have
innate colour preferences (Giurfa et al., 1995) or even favourite patterns (Horridge, 2007).
(Guerrieri et al., 2005) showed in a generalisation matrix the PER of tested odours in
comparison to the conditioned odours. Both 1-hexanol and 2-octanol can be separated
quite well (both elicited a PER of about 50% when conditioned with one odour and tested
with the other, but 2-octanol in contrast to 1-hexanol elicits a higher PER when tested
against itself (Fig. 63). Nothing is known so far about the cause of such an effect. The
occurrence of the odours within the hive due to communication might play a role (Collins
and Blum, 1983). To see if there is a similar preference or another bias towards one odour
the learning performances of container bees and of free-flying bees were examined with
attention to the odour used as CS+.

Figure 63. Generalisation matrix depicting the PER of tested odours in comparison to conditioned odours.
Small black frames: conditioned odours tested against themselves; small striped frames: conditioned odours
tested against the counterpart. Adapted from (Guerrieri et al., 2005).

There was no significant difference between the learning indices of 1-hexanol and 2octanol as CS+ for the container bees (Fig. 64a) although there was a tendency towards 2octanol not only for all bees (Fig. 64a) but also at each time point (see Fig. 36). The same
scenario can be seen for the free-flying bees (Fig. 64b). Again there is a tendency towards
2-octanol which is not significant. The difference between the learning indices of the
different time points is not significant (Fig. 51). Interestingly the bias for 2-octanol is rather
clear at CT9 (Fig. 51b) and CT21 (Fig. 51d) but slightly inverted at CT3 (Fig. 51a) and CT15
(Fig. 51c). Neither for container bees nor for free-flying bees a significant difference
between the odours could be seen although in both cases bees trained with 2-octanol as
CS+ were slightly better.
Nevertheless as there is no significant influence of trained odours on performance this
factor will be left aside.
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Figure 64. a) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=496) and 2-octanol (n=418) for all container bees (F value
1,3519611729 Pr(>F) 0,2452397094) b) Difference between 1-hexanol (n=370) and 2-octanol (n=378) for all
free-flying bees ( F value 0,8274122282 Pr(>F) 0,3633156661)

5.4.3 Comparison between testing times
Bees were tested either after 30 minutes or 24 hours to see if there is an effect on short-or
long-term memory or both of them. The effect of circadian rhythmicity on formation of
long-term memory has already been shown for Drosophila (Sakai et al., 2004), Aplysia
(Lyons et al., 2005), zebrafish (Rawashdeh et al., 2007) and mice (Chaudhury and Colwell,
2002).
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Figure 65. a) Difference of learning indices between testing after 30 minutes (n=485) and testing after 24 hours
(n=429) for all container bees (F value 17,993625136 Pr(>F) 0,0000244268***) b) Difference of learning indices
between testing after 30 minutes (n=370) and testing after 24 hours (n=378) for all free-flying bees ( F value
12,024814808 Pr(>F) 0,0005550624***)

When container bees which were tested after 30 minutes were compared to bees which
were tested after 24 hours there was a significant difference. Learning performance was
not only better for all bees (Fig. 65a) but also for each time point (Fig. 39). This effect was
only significant at CT3 (Fig. 39a). The same phenomenon could be seen similarly for freeflying bees. In general bees tested after 30 minutes had a significant better learning
performance than bees tested after 24 hours (Fig. 65b). The same was true for the single
time points although the effect was only significant at CT21 (Fig. 54d). Data are shown
again in Figure 66.
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Based on these data the effect of circadian rhythmicity on memory cannot be confined to
either short-term memory (STM) or long-term memory (LTM). In container bees as well as
in free-flying bees there was an effect on STM and LTM. While the impact is identical in
free-flying bees with the best learning performance at early day the impact on container
bees is contradictory with bees learning best at early day for STM but learning worst at the
same time when tested after 24 hours.
In terms of LTM previous data were confirmed whereas unlike shown before (Chaudhury
and Colwell, 2002; Sakai et al., 2004; Lyons et al., 2005; Rawashdeh et al., 2007) an effect
on STM could be seen, too. The influence of circadian rhythmicity on STM could be due to
the particular importance of STM for the bees. As described above (see 2.1.2) bees have to
remember within short times as they fly from one flower to the next or in between flower
patches. They also have to remember the position and profitability of food sources to
communicate this information to recruit bees. If the bees has to rely more on STM than
e.g. the cockroach, then the circadian component has to be stronger, too.
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Figure 66. a) Comparison of container bees tested after 30 min to container bees tested after 24 hours. b)
Comparison of free-flying bees tested after 30 minutes to free-flying bees tested after 24 hours a) and b) Black
bars/letters: test after 30min; patterned bars/grey letters: test after 24h. Time points not connected by the
same letter are significantly different.

5.4.4 Comparison between training in light or darkness
To study the influence of illumination on training performance bees were trained and
tested not only in light but also in darkness as well during subjective day and subjective
night. E.g. at CT3 lights are on and standard training and testing happened in light.
Additionally bees were trained and tested in darkness for the same time point.
Accordingly, bees at e.g. CT21 were trained and tested not only in darkness but also in
light. Previous studies focused on illumination only as a means to study context-dependent
learning. All the same the authors reported contradicting results arising in the course of
their experiments. (Yarali et al., 2008) state a general facilitation of olfactory establishment
and recall by light in Drosophila. They relate this effect to a possible higher alertness or
olfactory acuity. (Matsumoto and Mizunami, 2004; Sato et al., 2006) saw no change in
innate odour preference for crickets and cockroaches by visual context. (Matsumoto and
Mizunami, 2004) also found no influence of illumination on training or testing in crickets.
(Rawashdeh et al., 2007) noticed improved long-term memory during subjective night
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when animals (zebrafish) were kept under constant light. To our knowledge this is the first
time that honeybees were trained with special attention to light conditions.
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Figure 67. a) Difference between testing in darkness (n=397) and testing in light (n=517) for all container bees (
F value 25,491342846 Pr(>F) 5,3652595e-7***) b) Difference between training in darkness (n=377) and
training in light (n=371) for all free-flying bees ( F value 3,7612199876 Pr(>F) 0,0528309814)

Container bees as a whole learned significantly better when trained and tested in darkness
than bees trained and tested in light (Fig. 67a). This is also true for the single training times
(Fig. 42) although not significant at CT3 as shown in Fig. 42a. All free-flying bees taken
together showed no significant difference between training in light and training in
darkness although learning performance was better for bees trained in darkness. At CT3
(Fig. 57a) and at CT9 (Fig. 57b) learning performance in darkness was significantly better.
There was no significant difference at CT15 (Fig. 57c) and CT21 (Fig. 57d) bees trained in
light were even slightly better. It is known that the circadian rhythm can be influenced
even by short light pulses in the dark phase (see 2.2.1 Fig. 3). A pulse at late subjective
night shifts the phase up to four hours forward. Even dark pulses can influence the phase
(Mendoza et al., 2007). Free-flying bees had a higher learning performance when trained
and tested under the contrary illumination to their regular rhythm. In case of training and
testing in the dark the bee may pay more attention to the olfactory information as it is
deprived of visual cues. When the bees are trained at night but with lights on general
attention could be heightened.

5.4.5 Comparison between time points
If the learning performance at the four time points is compared for container bees there
was no significant difference (Fig. 68a). Free-flying bees however showed a significant
higher learning performance at CT3 (Fig. 68b).
The question arises why these results are not consistent and which of these results reflects
reality better. Another possibility is the existence of artefacts on either or both cases
which would either hide a circadian influence or generate an erroneous impact.
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Figure 68. a) Difference between the different training times (CT 3 n=275, CT9 n=229, CT15 n=205, CT21
n=205) for all container bees. b) Difference between the different training times (CT 3 n=177, CT9 n=180, CT15
n=200, CT21 n=191) for all free-flying bees. Time points not connected by the same letter are significantly
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One might argue that the absence of differences for container bees is based on training in
late winter and early spring as bees at this time are those remaining from the last year and
do not learn as well as bees from summer. In fact training took place from February to July
which invalidates this argument. However, the fact that free-flying bees were trained later
might point to a circannual influence (Gimenes et al., 1993; Gimenes, 2003). Bees are more
eager in foraging in late summer as food gets rare (von Frisch, 1965). In addition, for freeflying bees the varying day length had to be taken into account. This was done by
calculating the training times from day length. Not included could be the twilight which
also changes daily in time and duration. No such thing could be generated in the container
where lights turned on and off abruptly. A solution for this problem could be the gradual
switching on of the lights.
Another factor that could not be regulated precisely was the temperature which did not
follow the daily temperature changes outside except for a general difference between day
and night. As one main characteristic of circadian rhythms is their temperature
compensation this should not be an influence. It has been shown that temperature pulses
can reset the endogenous rhythm (Fuchikawa and Shimizu, 2007) if bees are kept in
constant darkness. No one has yet studied the hierarchy of photic and non-photic
zeitgebers and if either dominates the other e.g. temperature takes over regulation only if
photic information is not available. To control this factor better temperature would have
to be kept precisely the same or strictly modulated over the day.
Karl von Frisch noticed a certain idleness in general activity and disposition to dance during
the noon hours (von Frisch, 1965) which was further studied by Bennett and Renner which
observed a hive over months and measured activity by counting visits of a food source
(Bennett and Renner, 1963). They reported indeed a daily activity pattern which was stable
over a certain time and then switched abruptly. Their explanation for this phenomenon
based on social synchronisation. They propose domination of some highly synchronised
forager groups which sets the general activity pattern. After some time these bees die and
another group takes over. The activity pattern might well be influenced by circadian
rhythmicity within a certain flexible range. As in this case bees were trained over a long
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time with bees from different hives this effect should not be visible if it influences memory
formation at all. Similar experiments were done showing that bees trained to feeding at a
certain time in the morning showed higher precision of reappearance at the feeding site
than bees trained to a certain time in the afternoon which showed up much earlier at the
feeding site due to greater anticipation (Moore et al., 1989). The same authors reported
that the bees were not influenced by the geomagnetic field which has also been proposed
as an external zeitgeber (Lindauer, 1976; Martin et al., 1983).
Synchronisation and resetting of the circadian clock via social experience has been shown
for Drosophila (Levine et al., 2002). The influence of this factor is even more important for
the eusocial honeybees due to the strict task assignment. Isolated bees desynchronise if
kept under constant light (Frisch and Koeniger, 1994). Circadian rhythmicity is most likely
suppressed by social interaction in nurse bees (Shemesh et al., 2007). The transition to
rhythmic behaviour has also a strong genetic component (Moore et al., 1998). Several
mechanisms have been proposed how social zeitgebers could work among other things
local temperature fluctuations (Moritz and Kryger, 1994) and pheromones (Huang et al.,
1998). Also the queen might play a special role whether it is her pheromones alone (Moritz
and Kryger, 1994) or combined with other factors (Southwick and Moritz, 1987). This
strong social interaction especially via olfaction could also be the reason of the uniform
results from the container bees as the almost non-existent ventilation might have caused
an accumulation of pheromones, be they from the queen or the worker bees, within the
container. Circadian rhythmicity of the foragers then might be suppressed, too. Studies on
the difference of queen and worker bees reported structural differences in the queens
olfactory centres which very well could lead to poorer performance in olfactory learning
tasks (Groh and Rössler, 2008). It is known that queen mandibular pheromone inhibits
aversive learning in honeybees, although not appetitive learning (Vergoz et al., 2007).
Other queen pheromones might influence learning of the queen and the nurse bees just as
well.
Age-related task assignment is another factor that might disturb the results. All free-flying
bees were caught at feeders in front of the hives so they were mainly foragers with a small
amount of scout bees. Container bees were caught at the feeders when light was on and
therefore should be foragers or scouts, too. Bees from the container with the inverted
light regime on the contrary were collected from everywhere inside the netting as they
could not be taken from within the hive without collecting nurse bees. As temperature in
the container was never below 18°C some foragers stayed outside the hive at subjective
night. Also the sudden lights off did not allow all bees to return to hive in time. Therefore
there might be an unknown percentage of nurses under the collected bees which diminish
the circadian effect. Bees would have to be caught only after 7pm (lights on) at the feeders
or marked when visiting the feeders for later identification within the hive. The amount of
bees at the feeder from one hive is considerably smaller than the number of bees needed
per day. Additionally, to take out the marked bees from the hive would disturb the whole
hive daily.
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A factor that the bees could miss inside the container is the sun as an orientation point to
fine tune their internal clock. It could also be vice versa i.e. the bee uses its internal clock
to adjust their navigation to the sun position (Lindauer, 1960). Undoubtedly the internal
and external information are highly connected (Renner, 1960). Again a circannual factor
might play a role to anticipate the shifted sunrise.
A further factor is the role of hunger and satiation. The difference between CT3 and CT9
that could be seen for free-flying bees could be attributed to the fact that the bees were
caught and fed at the same time, but the bees at CT9 were trained six hours later than the
bees at CT3. One could argue that the bees were hungrier and reacted more readily to the
CS+ and the CS- at CT9. To prevent bees from dying the ones that were to be used for CT9
were fed some drops of sugar water additionally in the morning. Especially bees that were
tested 24 hours after training were as hungry or as satiated as at each other time point.
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Figure 69. Composition of the PER of all free-flying bees at each time point (CT3, CT9, CT15, CT21). Legend: see
Figure 25 b)

As can be seen in Figure 69 the percentage of bees that respond to CS+ and CS- is much
higher at CT9 than at CT3 and a bit higher at CT21 than at CT15. Apart from the fact that
the bees might be some hungrier there could be stronger generalisation in the afternoon
as well as at late night. This coincides with the observations of Moore, 1989 where bees
showed greater anticipation in the afternoon. A possible explanation for this phenomenon
is the time dependent blooming and nectar secretion of various flowers. Many flowers
have a peak in nectar secretion at a certain time which does not have to coincide with the
peak of sugar concentration within the nectar (Beutler, 1930; Kleber, 1935). Although
there are flowers that secret nectar constantly during the day or have a peak in the
afternoon a lot of flowers secret most of their nectar or nectar with the highest sugar
concentration in the morning hours (Maurizio and Grafl, 1965). Also the nectar of the
previous night has accumulated. The higher energy expended in the cooler early hours of
day draws a higher profit than the less concentrated nectar of the later day (Heinrich and
Raven, 1972).
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Figure 70. List of plants used as bee pasture and their main times of nectar (red) and pollen (yellow) release.
Names on the left belong to the most important forage plant groups. Numbers in the upper part show the time
of day. Based on (Maurizio and Grafl, 1965).

In conclusion one can say that there is indeed an influence of circadian rhythmicity on
olfactory learning despite the surprisingly strong influence of illumination. It could not be
shown if there is any change on the level of antennal lobe processing. Further investigation
in this direction deserves attention as well as studies on the antennal level. There is also an
array of factors that can be analysed in relation to olfactory learning such as social or
seasonal entrainment. More thought could also be given to the biological relevance of this
circadian variability and whether this variation is relevant on its own or a by-product of
other circadian processes.
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Beekeeping
Sugar water:
A ratio of 3:2 sugar/water is equivalent to about 4,4M.
Dissolve 150g of normal sugar with 100ml hot water.
Stir until no crystals are visible.

Pollen:
Store pollen in the freezer to keep it dry.
Grind pollen with a coffee mill and spread it on a plate.
If humidity causes clumping of pollen in the container stir from time to time.

Differential conditioning
Sugar water:
For training sugar water should not be to concentrated. 1,25M seems not to sate the bees
to much during training.

𝑚 =𝑀∗𝑐∗𝑉
m

M = molecular weight

c = concentration

V = volume

= 342,3g/mol * 1,25M * 0,1l
= 42,79g

Dissolve the sugar with hot water.
Stir until no crystals are visible.
Odour dilution:
Always work with gloves and under a extractor hood and be careful not to mix odours.
Prepare a new dilution every week.
Fill a vial with 5ml mineral oil and add 50µl of the concentrated odour for a dilution to 102
M.
Vortex and overlay with argon.
Close vial.
Prepare syringes newly for each training.
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Coil up a Sugi pad and push it to the front of the syringe.
Soak the pad with 200µl of the diluted odour.
If you don’t use the syringes immediately seal them with a strip of parafilm.

Calcium imaging
Bee ringer:
130mM NaCl
7mM CaCl2
6mM KCl
2mM MgCl2
160mM sucrose
25mM glucose
10mM HEPES pH 6.7, 500 mOsmol
Bee ringer is prepared according to (Galizia and Vetter, 2005).
Calcium green:
An aliquot of 10µl calcium green which already is diluted 10-1 is thawed before preparation
and diluted with 90µl bee ringer. Then it is kept in the dark and on ice until application.

mRNA quantification
10X Orange G DNA Loading Buffer:
Mix 15ml of glycerol with 40ml ddH20.
Dissolve 100mg of Orange G (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH) in above solution.
Bring final volume to 50ml with water.

50x Modified TAE Stock Solution:
242 g Tris base (MW=121.1)
57.1 ml glacial acetic acid
10 ml 0.5 M EDTA
Mix Tris with stir bar to dissolve in about 600 ml of ddH 2O.
Add the EDTA and acetic acid, pH to 8.0.
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Bring final volume to 1 l with ddH2O.
Final (1x) working concentration :
0.04 M Tris - Acetate
0.0001 M EDTA
Agarose gel:
1,5% 150ml
Fill up 2,25g agarose with 1x modified TAE solution to 150ml.
Heat in a microwave until the agarose is completely dissolved.
Let the agarose cool down a few minutes and poor into the agarose chamber.
Insert comb and wait until the gel solidifies.
Remove comb and place the gel into the electrophoresis chamber.
Apply 5µl of marker and 8µl of the sample mixed with 4µl loading buffer.
Run for 30min with 135V.
Visualise gel after a ethidium bromide bath of 10min.
For 2% 150ml gel use 3g agarose and proceed as described above.

High salt precipitation solution:
0.8M sodium citrate
1.2M sodium chloride

X-Gal stock solution:
40 mg X-Gal/ml dimethylformamide
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Container bees
Learning curves, test results and difference:
Hexanol
CT3 30min TL

CT3 30min TD
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CT3 24h TL

88

CT3 24h TD
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CT9 30min TL

89

CT9 30min TD
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CT9 24h TL

90

CT9 24h TD
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CT15 30min TL

91

CT15 30min TD
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CT15 24h TL

92

CT15 24h TD
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CT21 30min TL

93

CT21 30min TD
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CT21 24h TL

94

CT21 24h TD
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Octanol
CT3 30min TL

CT3 30min TD
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CT3 24h TL

96

CT3 24 TD
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CT9 30min TL

97

CT9 30min TD
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CT9 24h TL

98

CT9 24h TD
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CT15 30min TL

99

CT15 30min TD
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CT15 24h TL

100

CT15 24h TD
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CT21 30min TL

101

CT21 30min TD
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CT21 24h TL

102

CT21 24h TD
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Free-flying bees
Learning curves, test results and difference:
Hexanol
CT3 30min TL

CT3 30min TD
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CT3 24h TL
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CT3 24h TD
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CT9 30min TL

105

CT9 30min TD
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CT9 24h TL
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CT9 24h TD
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CT15 30min TL

107

CT15 30min TD
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CT15 24h TL
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CT15 24h TD
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CT21 30min TL

109

CT21 30min TD
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CT21 24h TL

110

CT21 24h TD
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Octanol
CT3 30min TL

CT3 30min TD
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CT3 24h TL

112

CT3 24 TD
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CT9 30min TL

113

CT9 30min TD
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CT9 24h TL
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CT9 24h TD
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CT15 30min TL

115

CT15 30min TD
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CT15 24h TL
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CT15 24h TD
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CT21 30min TL

117

CT21 30min TD
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CT21 24h TL
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CT21 24h TD

